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Abstract
In this thesis, we present an approach to model player behaviour in Inter-
active Narratives (INs). INs are a form of storytelling where the listener
can affect the direction of the story by making choices at different stages.
As the use of INs in computer games becomes popular to provide a rich
experience, the interest in predicting player behaviour and preferences in
such an environment rises. This knowledge could aid in retaining a cus-
tomer base, producing realistic character behaviour, or better writing and
quality assurance processes. This work investigates the use of the BDI
framework and apprenticeship learning to tackle the limitations involved
in emulating human behaviour in INs. Since INs are partially observ-
able for the player, their behaviour is often sub-optimal. In addition, the
difference in styles and preferences results in different behaviour among
players. Finally, besides modelling the knowledge regarding the state of
the environment and preferences of the player, there is a need to model
and simulate “common sense” human decision making for scenarios where
the game state and player’s preferences are irrelevant. Following an iter-
ative design process, we created and enhanced BDI and apprenticeship
learning agents with the aim to mimic the behaviour of different players.
Modelling human players as artificial agents required the acquisition and
representation of knowledge by studying their behaviour with qualitative
and quantitative methods between iterations. This research contributes
to the area of artificial intelligence applied to games with INs. The spe-
cific contributions presented are methodologies to build BDI models to
emulate generic and/or specific human behaviour; a player profile with
elements that define the difference in behaviour among players; an anal-
ysis of players’ behaviours, goals and strategies; and an apprenticeship
learning model that encodes the behaviour of players.
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Video games have rapidly evolved since their beginnings in the 60s, becoming one of
the most popular forms of entertainment in the present. Advances in technology such
as the constant increase in computing power, faster internet speeds, and the wider
availability of PCs, consoles and mobile devices have contributed to this evolution [80,
85]. In consequence, games are much more diverse than they were in the past; while
classics where the main goal is to score the highest possible points such as Space
Invaders or Tetris remain relevant these days, other genres like First Person Shooters
(FPSs) or Role Playing Games (RPGs) combine game mechanics with a story mode.
Modern examples of such games are Assassin’s Creed [119], Uncharted [70] and Max
Payne [103], where short videos are introduced between game episodes. These videos
often contain dramatic events that motivate the player to continue playing to see how
the story progresses.
This combination of game-play and storytelling provides an immersive and engag-
ing experience [28]. For this reason, video game creators are using more narrative
elements in their products, including Interactive Narratives (INs) to provide a more
flexible and personalised experience that reflects the impact of the players actions
on the story, rather than observing a fixed storyline with challenges to progress be-
tween episodes. This means that the same game could be played in different ways to
reach the end, and in some cases, reach different endings depending on the choices
made [26]. INs as part of a game’s mechanics date back to the 70s, when the first Text
Adventures became popular. However, current technology allows to portray an IN
with 2D or 3D graphics rather than using text. This idea has been implemented by
modern games such as Heavy Rain [90], The Elder Scrolls [11] and The Witcher [21].
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While giving freedom of action to players can be beneficial [115], the process of
creating games with INs becomes more complex when trying to give more choices
to players. For instance, it is easier for players to get lost in a game that offers too
much freedom if the game does not provide appropriate hints or clues towards game
objectives. In addition, the consistency of the virtual world becomes harder to keep,
including the behaviour of Non-Player Characters (NPCs) or the difficulty of the
missions discovered. A player could also be unhappy with the story after finishing a
game because it may contain “plot holes” as a result of discovering events that are
not relevant for the sub-story their choices led to, but relevant to a different sub-story.
These examples contribute to the overall experience of the player, which is crucial to
keep their interest in the game.
These problems can be partially solved by knowing the player’s preferences and
being able to predict their behaviour. The study of players’ interaction with games
is known as player modelling, and it implements knowledge from different areas, such
as psychology, artificial intelligence, human-computer interaction and user modelling.
Games with narrative components, such as Left 4 Dead [123] and RimWorld [57]
perform player modelling to modify the state of the game depending on the player’s
skills and behaviour [14, 115].
1.1 Description of the problem
From an author’s perspective, player modelling can be beneficial for the creation of
tools to assist with the design and validation of the quality of a narrative [12]. A
player model with an accurate representation of all real player goals and behaviours
could provide authors with accurate simulations of players to make sure that the story
is diverse enough to cater to all preferences. Simulated player behaviour via player
modelling can also help creating archetypes for characters and NPCs within the game
to complement the behaviour designed by the author (e.g., the behaviour of a thief
in a situation not manually tested by the author) [110]. From a player’s perspective,
player models can help personalising the content of an IN. Knowing what the current
player will do can help an intelligent narrative system make decisions to ensure that
they discover the story considered best for them, while preserving the narrative quality
intended by the author [109]. This is referred to as Drama Management (DM), and it
is one of the areas that has emphasised the need for accurate player models. Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1: Interaction of a drama manager with a player and a player modelling
module.
illustrates how a DM system would make use of a Player Modelling module to alter
the game depending on the current player’s input.
There are several challenges involved in simulating the behaviour of a specific
player in an IN. Starting with the higher chance to observe sub-optimal player be-
haviour in INs compared to other game genres. This sub-optimality is a result of
players’ partial awareness of the state of the game, the game’s goal and the outcome
of their actions. In addition, we face the challenge of reproducing the gaming style
of different players. This requires a model that encodes factors that define their be-
haviour, which we assume is driven by individual preferences combined with their
interpretation of the game’s goals.
Some of the existing PM approaches tend to classify players into different be-
haviour categories (e.g. Tactician, Specialist, Storyteller, etc. from the model sug-
gested by Robin Laws [50]). However, studies that place players into a specific cate-
gory have reported limited degrees of success. Previous research has also implemented
theories derived from psychology [136], but the results show that it is not accurate to
model human behaviour in a virtual world using theories that are only applicable in
the real world.
Our approach consists of investigating the suitability of the Belief-Desire-Intention
(BDI) model of agency and Apprenticeship Learning (AL). These are approaches
commonly used to design intelligent agents to simulate human behaviour. BDI is
based on a model of human practical reasoning [16] and has been applied in virtual
worlds in the past, specifically in games [79]. By using a model that is applicable to
both the real and virtual worlds, we expect to have a more accurate player model
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than approaches which use other models based on psychology, such as the five-factor
model of personality [24]. AL consists of learning behaviour from demonstrations in
a specific environment and has also been used in game environments in the past [52].
Our goal in using AL is to overcome limitations of BDI, such as potential subjectivity
introduced by the modeller.
1.2 Scope
The work described in this thesis focuses on generating a player model for games
with INs. The scope of this research covers only methodologies aiming to simulate
the behaviour of existing traces. While we mentioned the possible applications of
our work in section 1.1, the design or implementation of authoring systems or drama
managers is outside the scope of this thesis. However, our work in understanding and
modelling players behaviour can help improving the state of the art towards building
such systems.
1.3 Research Questions
We now discuss in more detail the problems we focus on solving throughout this thesis
in order to model player behaviour in INs.
The first problem is the realisation that players interaction with an IN is not what
would be considered optimal. Not all players in INs aim to finish the game in the
quickest way possible, and even the ones who do, prefer to explore the world and find
plot points that might not be needed for the specific story branch they eventually
unfold. The lack of knowledge about the world in INs led us to design a BDI player
model that does not have a pre-defined goal, but instead needs to explore in order
to find a set of sub-goals, and most of the time, also explore to find out the actions
needed to achieve each of them.
The second problem is to make a BDI model behave similarly to a specific player.
In INs, hardly any two different game traces are the same. Even if the same person
plays the game for a second time, their actions are expected to be different due
to the knowledge they acquired about the story in the previous play-through. Our
approach to solve this problem is to study players’ actions to find the elements of
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their personality that can be relevant for a BDI model to take similar actions as the
player in question when more than one option is available.
The third problem consists of learning human behaviour not considered in a BDI
player model. While BDI reduces the need for large amounts of data, this could pose a
problem if the model designed does not cover all the factors that influence the subject’s
behaviour. While BDI is highly useful in specific situations related to the problem
being modelled, common decisions usually made by humans can be overlooked by
system designers, affecting the performance of the resulting model. Apprenticeship
learning via inverse reinforcement seems a good solution for this problem, or more
specifically, Receding Horizon Inverse Reinforcement Learning (RHIRL), a method
that allows to control the rate of imitation vs intention learning [60]. Our aim is to
investigate the performance of such a method in a IN domain, where the notion of
optimality is different from typical AL environments.
The previous discussion can be summarised by the following research questions:
RQ1 To what extent can a BDI player model emulate the way human players interact
with an IN?
RQ2 How can a BDI player model for INs emulate the behaviour of a specific player
rather than mimic generic human behaviour?
RQ3 To what extent can apprenticeship learning via RHIRL mimic player behaviour
in an IN?
1.4 Contributions
Answering the research questions posed in section 1.3 required to devise methodologies
as well as performance evaluation methods derived from the areas of intelligent agents
(specifically BDI agents), reinforcement learning, apprenticeship learning, interactive
storytelling and drama management discussed in chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. We believe
that the research community can benefit from our proposed methods to perform
further work in the area. In summary, the main contributions of this research include:
1. The methodology to create a BDI player model for an IN, based on a generic
low-level model that considers the most common actions needed to interact with
INs.
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2. A Player Profile (PP) consisting of four factors that dictate the behaviour of
human players in INs, validated with empirical evidence.
3. A mixed analysis of players’ behaviours, goals and strategies when they interact
with INs.
4. A methodology to inform a generic BDI player model with said player profile.
5. An approach to model an IN as a Markov decision process in order to learn
their behaviour from demonstrations.
In less direct ways, the knowledge acquired by this work can be applied in other
game-related areas, such as the creation of NPCs with more believable behaviour,
adjusting the level of difficulty to match the level of the current player, or better
game/content recommendations.
1.5 Structure of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows:
• In chapter 2, we introduce the concepts applied throughout this dissertation,
such as intelligent agents, interactive narratives and apprenticeship learning. We
also present a survey of work related to the application of artificial intelligence
to the domain of interactive narratives.
• In chapter 3, we present our methodology to answer RQ1, with the hypothesis
that human players’ behaviour in INs can be modelled with the BDI framework,
considering the IN’s plot graph. We propose a methodology to build an “unin-
formed BDI Player Model” (uninformed BDI PM) and compare the behaviour
generated by “uninformed BDI agents” (e.g., instances of the uninformed BDI
PM) with 1) the behaviour of real players and 2) optimal behaviour to reach
the end of the game.
• In chapter 4, we present the first step towards answering RQ2 via an analysis of
factors that influence different players decisions, resulting in different traces, and
how to model this behaviour with the BDI framework. We then propose a player
profile composed by four factors: familiarity, gaming experience, preference to
explore, and persistence, to inform the decisions of a BDI PM and simulate
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the behaviour of specific players. We validate this player profile by performing
semi-structured interviews with recruits in a study reported in chapters 4 and 5.
• In chapter 5, we present the second step towards answering RQ2, by augmenting
the model from chapter 3 using the player profile from chapter 4 to create an
“informed BDI Player Model” (informed BDI PM). This is done mainly by
refining the plan selection based on the profile of the player being emulated.
• In chapter 6, we describe our approach to answer RQ3, modelling an IN as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and using different settings of Receding
Horizon Inverse Reinforcement Learning, an apprenticeship learning algorithm,
to investigate whether the behaviour not being covered by the uninformed and
informed BDI PMs can be learnt from players’ demonstrations.
• Finally, in chapter 7, we present a summary of this dissertation, a critical anal-
ysis of our proposed methodologies and the answers to the research questions
from section 1.3. We also provide some insights into possible future research




Wooldridge defines an agent as “a computer system that is situated in some envi-
ronment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment to meet its
design objectives” [131]. An intelligent agent is a software agent with the following
characteristics [132, 133]:
• Autonomy. Besides the minimum requirements for an intelligent agent to be
able to act independently, autonomy refers to the idea of an agent having its
own goals, regardless of whether these align with the goals of other agents.
• Reactivity. In order to meet its goals, an intelligent agent needs to respond
in time to the changes perceived from the environment.
• Pro-activeness.The agent is able to “take the initiative” to achieve its goals.
• Social ability. An intelligent agent is able to interact with other agents (or
humans) in order to achieve its goals.
These four characteristics are difficult to achieve in the same system. A purely
proactive system makes the assumption that the environment never changes, and
achieves its goal in the best possible way. However, when the system has to be
reactive, it becomes necessary to adapt the strategy to the changes sensed from the
environment. The constant verification of the status and the modifications to the
strategy slow down the process of achieving the agent’s goal. The challenge of creating
intelligent agents is to achieve an effective balance between these conflicting priorities.
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Figure 2.1: Basic interaction between agent and environment [105].
The social ability goes beyond data exchange protocols between one system and
another. An intelligent agent is social when it is able to interact and cooperate with
an external system, maximising its own goals and minimising the cost, even when
this cost might be the goal to achieve by the other system.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the way an agent interacts with the environment through
sensors, to identify the current status and changes in the environment, and actuators,
to execute actions in order to respond to these changes.
2.1.1 Agents from AI and Narrative points of view
Throughout this thesis, the term agent will be used mainly to refer to an Artificial
Intelligence (AI) system. In some occasions, however, we will make reference to
player agency, discussed in more detail later in this thesis, but defined as a real
player’s freedom to affect the game’s world and/or the course of the story with their
actions [25, 31, 137, 69]. This could lead to confusion as to whether real players or
humans in general are considered agents as well. In this thesis, given the definition
of an intelligent agent presented in section 2.1, we consider a human player as an
intelligent agent. The term Artificial Intelligence, after all, is commonly used to
define a computer’s behaviour that emulates that of a human [105].
Specifically, following Wooldridge’s description, a human player is situated in a
virtual environment when playing a game, either with an avatar representing them or
by interacting with the interface. Even in the case of the Choose your own Adventure
books, the book’s content describes the environment the reader is immersed in.
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A player can take autonomous action, although usually from a finite amount of
options depending on the game, in order to meet their goal. A feature of players that
matches Wooldridge’s definition of autonomy, as we will discuss later, is how players’
goals and actions do not always match the goals of an IN author. Players often change
their strategies as they learn new information in an IN, making them reactive in the
virtual world. Moreover, players in INs usually need to take the initiative, often
exploring the world at the beginning of the game in order to find clues before they
commit to a specific plan. This means that players are pro-active in this domain.
Finally, players often need to interact with NPCs in INs. Often NPCs are modelled
as independent intelligent agents. Hence, players also use their social ability within
an IN environment. While many INs are single-player, Dungeons and Dragons (DnD)
is an example where players need to interact with the dungeon master and with other
players.
The only property not fully met by a human from Wooldridge’s definition is the
“design objectives”. (Artificial) Intelligent agents are designed with one or more
specific purposes. Humans, in contrast, can have different goals in environments like
INs depending on the context and their gaming preferences.
Knowing that design objectives are what drives an agent’s course of action, the
lack of knowledge about human players’ goals represents a challenge if we want to
emulate their behaviour. However, having access to the author’s design of the IN
environment and its transitions (unlike the player, that only has access to a subset
of elements) represents an advantage to form an idea of what a player’s goals will be
when discovering new information. Our hypothesis is that by using the concepts used
in intelligent agents design, such as environment, beliefs, plans, goals, etc., we can
design a model of human players behaviour using the context for certain decisions
from a model of the IN environment.
2.1.2 BDI Agents
This section focuses on describing the characteristics of intelligent agents under the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of agency. We start by giving a brief definition
of folk psychology, a concept mentioned later in this thesis and applied in BDI as a
philosophical model.
Also known as commonsense psychology by philosophers, or theory of mind by
psychologists, folk psychology refers to humans’ ability to predict and explain the



















Figure 2.2: A typical BDI architecture [107].
behaviour of others [93]. Although the term is used with different meanings, we
adopt this definition throughout this thesis. Folk psychology studies identify three
cognitive features in humans:
1. The ability to explain the behaviour of other entities (e.g, humans, animals or
software) given their situation.
2. The ability to attribute mental states to other humans.
3. The ability to explain a subject’s behaviour considering the subject’s mental
state.
Returning to the definition of an intelligent agent, besides being autonomous,
reactive, pro-active and social, it is desirable for it to be rational when pursuing its
goals. This means making the best selection of actions given the current status of the
environment, trying to imitate the way humans make decisions [133]. A rational agent
is expected to avoid selecting two plans that conflict with each other, like spending
money to buy a car, and using the same money to pay for vacations [82].
Bratman defines this as practical reasoning in humans [16]. Practical reasoning
consists of two activities: deciding what we want to achieve (our goals) and how we
want to do it (our plans). Both activities are computational processes, and when
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it comes to artificial agents, their performance is bound by limited resources (e.g.,
fixed amount of memory, processing power, etc). Bratman’s work is the basis to the
Belief-Desire-Intention model [92], which allows to implement practical reasoning in
an artificial intelligent agent in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions.
The agent’s beliefs represent the status of the environment since the last sens-
ing action (real-time environments are non-deterministic, and need to be constantly
sensed and stored in a deterministic form). Beliefs can be implemented as variables,
databases, logical expressions, or other data structure. Since the resources are often
limited, the agent is not expected to have full knowledge of the environment (e.g.,
restricted field of vision, unknown temperature due to lack of sensors, etc.), hence
the term beliefs; these can be inaccurate, contradictory or incomplete. Moreover, the
state of the environment may change between the time of the last sensing action and
the current time.
The desires of a BDI agent represent the first part of practical reasoning, the what
we want to achieve. Desires are the motivational state of the agent, they define the
goals (or sub-goals) that the agent is expected to achieve. Like humans, BDI agents
can multi-task, performing actions that will lead to achieving more than one goal at
a given time frame, so long as the these goals do not conflict with each other.
The intentions are the second part of practical reasoning, the how the agent is
going to achieve its goals, also called the deliberative component. This component
represents the last result of a selection function, which decides the course of action
to react to the current beliefs in order to achieve the desires. Intentions are different
from options in the way that an intention is an option that the agent has committed
to.
Figure 2.2 is an example of how a BDI agent interacts with the environment,
taking into account the goals and events sensed, selecting an plan from a plan library
and stacking intentions to be executed through the actuators [107].
Since most intelligent agents perform in real-time environments, it is crucial to
make a good use of the available computational resources. This means, among other
things, not taking too long deciding which goals to prioritise, and at some point,
committing to a course of action.
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2.1.3 The Prometheus Methodology
As in other software paradigms, there are several methodologies to aid the design pro-
cess of agent-oriented software. The BDI agents presented in this work were designed
using Prometheus, a methodology created to be used in the industry and educa-
tion [129]. Its name is a reference to the titan that was able to foretell the future in
the Greek mythology [37]. Prometheus consists of three phases: System specification,
architectural design and detailed design.
System specification: Consists of identifying the goals of the system, the el-
ements from the environment to be taken into account and how they are perceived,
and the actions that can be performed by the agent (or agents) in the system. When
following the Prometheus methodology, we usually refer to the desires of an agent
as its goals. At the end of this phase, the outputs expected are a set of descriptions
for functionality, percepts and actions, as well as the system’s goals and use case
scenarios.
Architectural design: This phase uses the outputs of the sytem specification
to determine the type of agents needed and how they will interact with the environ-
ment and with each other. The type and amount of agents is usually determined
by identifying similar tasks and assigning them to an agent to perform them. For
example, a sales agent can perform the tasks of searching for products, retrieving
their price, and perform a sale, while a delivery agent can retrieve the customer’s
address, pick up the product from the store and deliver it. Both agents need to com-
municate to finalise the process (the sales agent needs to notify the delivery agent
with the sale details). At the end of this phase, the outputs expected are a system
overview diagram, agent descriptions, agent interaction protocols and the messages
to be exchanged between agents. In this work, only one agent is designed to interact
witht the game environment, hence, interaction protocols and message descriptions
between agents are not produced in our methodology.
Detailed design: Once the goals of each agent are identified, at least one plan
to achieve each goal must be designed. In this phase, outputs from previous phases
are used to define each plan, such as overview diagrams of each agent’s functionality,
as well as process diagrams showing the internal processing of the agent, descriptions
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of the data structures used to store the agent’s beliefs, definition of sub-tasks and the
events that trigger each plan (the agent’s intentions).
The plan description we adopt in this thesis consists of the following elements [83]:
• Name: A simple plan identifier that concisely describes the goal it attempts
to achieve. Example: ’takeJournalFromRoom’
• Triggers: The events that make an agent start executing a plan. For example,
the agent may have been waiting for the room’s door to be unlocked.
• Preconditions: The state of the environment required for the plan to be
executed. The preconditions are evaluated only before the plan is considered
for execution. For instance, to open a door, the door needs to be closed besides
being unlocked.
• Context conditions: Conditions that must remain true throughout the whole
plan execution. The plan is aborted whenever the context conditions are vio-
lated. For instance, the agent should continue looking for a key inside the room
only while the key is not in its inventory.
• Beliefs read: The variables that contain information used by the plan. For
instance, the status of the door (i.e, locked, unlocked, open, closed), the location
of the room, the energy left for the agent to move, etc.
• Beliefs modified: The variables whose status will be different due to the
plan’s execution. For example, the door to the room will be open, the number
of objects inside the room will be different, etc.
• Goal: The desired state of the environment after the plan is finished. For
example: haveJournal.
• Drop condition: Only for plans that have a condition for being cancelled. For
example: Time to find the journal expires.
• Procedure: A brief, human-readable layout of the actions executed by the
plan. For example:
1. Open the door.
















Figure 2.3: Goal diagram for a conference management system.
2. Enter the room.
3. Take journal from the room.
While some of the outcomes of these phases are written documents, such as func-
tionality descriptors and use case scenarios, the diagrams use notation specific to the
Prometheus methodology. This thesis includes figures with goal diagrams and system
overview diagrams. The former use ellipses to denote goals or sub-goals, a solid arrow
from A to B indicates that the goal A uses sub-goal B, a dotted arrow from A to B
indicates that A has to finish before starting B (directed conjunctive decomposition).
The word ‘AND’ between one or more arrow connections indicates that the main goal
depends on the success of all the sub-goals (If the order of the goals is not relevant,
it is called undirected conjunctive decomposition). The word ‘OR’ indicates that
only one of the sub-tasks needs to be successful to achieve the main goal (disjunctive
goal decomposition) [113]. Figure 2.3 shows a goal diagram as a representation of a
conference management system’s goals [84].
The overview diagram shows a more detailed representation of how the beliefs are
used in each plan or goal, the actions performed and the information received from
the environment. Each of these elements represented by a node are connected by a
solid arrow. Figure 2.4 shows the notation used in this methodology, and figure 2.5























Figure 2.5: Overview diagram of a reviewer agent, part of a conference management
system.
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Figure 2.6: Basic interaction between a RL agent and environment. [105]
2.2 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a sub-area of machine learning. The aim in RL is
to make an agent learn what to do in order to maximise a numerical reward. This
must be achieved without telling the learner which actions to take given its current
situation; the agent must discover which actions yield the biggest reward by trying
them, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. In some cases, actions may affect not only the
immediate reward, but all the subsequent rewards. These two characteristics (trial-
and-error search and delayed reward) are the most distinguishing features of RL [114].
In the RL framework, the agent makes its decisions as a function of a signal from
the environment called the state of the environment. This state is any information
available for the agent, for example, the current position in the map, food left, health,
points, objects around, etc. A state should only be expected to inform about elements
of the environment that the agent is allowed to know, or features that are relevant to
the agent’s task. For example, if the agent is playing blackjack, we should not expect
it to know the next card of the deck.
Beyond the agent and the environment, we can identify four main elements of a
RL system: a policy, a reward function, a value function, and, optionally, a model of
the environment.
A policy defines the behaviour of the learner at a given time; it is a mapping from
perceived states of the environment to actions to be taken when being in those states.
A reward function defines the agent’s goal; it maps each perceived state (or state
- action pair) of the environment to a single number.
The state value is the total amount of reward an agent can expect to accumulate
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over the future, starting from the current state and maintaining its current policy.
While a reward function indicates what is good in an immediate sense, a state value
specifies what is good in the long run.
Ideally, a state representation should summarise past information compactly, but
in such a way that all relevant information is retained. This normally requires more
than the immediate sensor entries, but never more than their complete history. A
state signal that is able to retain all relevant information is said to be Markov, or to
have the Markov property. For example, a checkers position - the current configuration
of all the pieces on the board - is a Markov state because it summarises everything
important about the complete sequence of positions that led to it. Much of the
information about the sequence is lost, but information that matters for the future
of the game is retained.
2.2.1 Markov Decision Processes
A common way to model an environment for RL is using a Markov Decision Process
(MDP), which is a tuple {S,A, T,R, γ}, where S is a set of states, A is a set of
actions, T is a set of transition probabilities P (s′|s, a) (the probability of reaching
state s′ ∈ S from state s ∈ S after taking action a ∈ A), R(s, a, s′) is a reward
function that returns the numeric reward of performing action a in state s to reach
state s′. γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor that indicates how much instant rewards are
favoured against rewards in the long term (γ = 0 will only take into account the
reward in the next state, while γ = 1 will consider all the rewards until the final state
is reached).
2.2.2 Finding optimal policies for an MDP problem with RL
A policy defines a mapping of states to probabilities of selecting each of the actions
available. When following policy pi at time t, pi(a|s) is the probability that At = a if
St = s. If Rt+1, Rt+2, Rt+3, ...RT is a sequence of rewards received in each time step
after t, where T is the final time step, the expected return, where the return, denoted
Gt is defined as the sum of all the rewards (Rt+1 + Rt+2 + Rt+3+, ... + RT . When
using a discount factor γ, the expected discounted return is defined as
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While a state value is the calculated expected return starting from a specific state,
the return is usually calculated for entire sequences. A policy pi is defined to be better
or equal to a policy pi′ if its expected return is greater than or equal to that of pi′ for
all states. An optimal policy is denoted pi∗, and there may be more than one optimal
policy to solve an MDP. Optimal policies share the same state-value function, called




for all s ∈ S.
Optimal policies also share the same optimal-action-value function, denoted q∗,
and defined as
q∗(s, a) = max
pi
qpi(s, a) (2.3)
for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A(s). For the state-action pair (s, a), the optimal-action-
value function gives the expected return for taking action a in state s and thereafter
following an optimal policy. For any policy pi and any state s, the value of a state is







P (s′|s, a) [R(s, a, s′) + γvpi(s′)] (2.4)
where vpi(s) represents the value of the state s under policy pi, P (s
′|s, a) is the
probability of reaching state s′ by taking acion a in state s, R(s, a, s′) is the reward of
transitioning from s to s′ with a, and γ is the discount-rate parameter. This equation
expresses a relationship between the value of a state and the values of its successor
states. Actions a are taken from the set A, and the next states, s′ are taken from the
set of states S.
Techniques to solve a RL problem are commonly divided into the following cate-
gories: on-policy, off-policy, model-based and model-free. On-policy methods start
with a simple policy to sample the state space and then improve, while off-policy
methods execute random actions to explore the environment and assess each state
assuming that an optimal policy is followed, gradually reducing the randomness [114].
Model-based methods build or learn a model of the environment to then find
the best possible action sequence based on that model, while model-free methods
only store each state value, which encodes the utility of taking each action starting
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from that state until the end of an episode. The best policy can be calculated by
selecting the action with highest value for each state [27].
RL methods are based on three categories of methods to solve finite MDPs. Al-
though the theoretical principles of each are relevant to RL, they do not usually scale
well to complex problems in their plain form [45].
Dynamic Programming (DP) is a method to calculate optimal policies that
relies on a perfect model of the environment. Value iteration and policy iteration are
methods that implement DP. Although they are guaranteed to converge to optimal
values, DP methods have a high computational cost because they visit the whole
state-space and perform bootstrapping (i.e., they calculate the value of a state based
on the value of its successors).
Monte Carlo (MC) methods work based on experience; they sample rewards
from state-action pairs from previous interactions with the environment. By using ex-
perience, MC methods do not require full knowledge of the environment, but are still
able to produce optimal behaviour.Rather than calculating each state’s value from
its successors like DP methods, MC methods average the value obtained from all the
samples starting from such a state. After each episode is completed, the estimates
and policies are updated.
Temporal Difference (TD) Learning combines elements from DP and MC
methods. TD methods learn from experience and they bootstrap. TD offers the
advantage of knowing the value of a state in the next time-step, rather than waiting
for an episode to finish as with pure MC. Another difference is that MC methods
discount or ignore exploratory actions, while TD learns from every action. The most
popular TD methods are SARSA, an on-policy method that takes into account every
element in the quintuple that gives name to the method (St, At, Rt+1, St+1, At+1)
and Q-learning, an off-policy method that calculates q∗ (the optimal action-value
function) regardless of the policy being followed [127].
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2.3 Apprenticeship Learning via Inverse Reinforce-
ment Learning
In RL, the reward function R is available in the MDP and the problem is to find
the best policy based on R. As discussed in section 2.2, RL methods are helpful in
situations where the objective is clear for the RL agent. However, there are situations
where the objective is not trivial to specify and learning from demonstrations from
an expert is more effective. For example, the reward function for driving may be easy
to express in plain English, but specifying a numeric reward turns out to be a more
complex task due to the number of variables to take into account and the tradeoff
between them. Besides standard driving indications such as avoiding to crash or
following the direction of the current street, “driving well” can be a subjective goal
for different people. Preferences such as average speed, how often they overtake or
the distance kept from other cars depend on the situation and the individual driving.
In this case, learning by observing an expert’s behaviour is probably a better and
more natural approach.
Learning how to perform a task by observing demonstrations from an expert is
known as Apprenticeship Learning, also referred to as Learning from Demonstration
(LfD), learning by watching, or imitation learning [1]. In this thesis, we mainly use
the term apprenticeship learning, to cover imitation learning, i.e., copying behaviour
observed from an expert, and intention learning, which consists of identifying the
expert’s goals and devising an optimal policy to reach them. Both approaches are
compared in table 2.1. Formally speaking, we can provide an agent with a set of
demonstrated policies and use them to find the reward function that the expert is
trying to maximise in their demonstrations. This process is known as Inverse Rein-
forcement Learning (IRL) [1].
2.3.1 Receding Horizon IRL
Receding Horizon IRL (RHIRL) is a model-based method that aims to match expert
behaviour using a Receding Horizon Controller (RHC). A RHC allows to approximate
the value function for a finite horizon h. The horizon is the number of steps into the
future for which the expected reward is calculated. As the name indicates, the horizon
recedes one step after each decision [60]. RHIRL is based on Maximum Likelihood
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Table 2.1: Comparing imitation and intention learning
Imitation Learning Intention Learning
- Computations only needed to evaluate
the learned classifier.
- High computational cost for training and
testing.
- Does not generalise easily to data not ob-
served in training set.
- May generalise better to novel states.
- Only has access to state features and ac-
tion labels in a trajectory.
- Can be framed as an IRL problem where
the intention of the expert is modelled
as the reward function they are trying to
maximise [75].
- Can be formulated as a SL classification
problem where the inputs (X) are state fea-
tures and outputs (Y) are actions to take.
- Besides state features, uses transition dy-
namics from the environment and seeks a
goal that motivates the expert’s behaviour.
- After the SL dataset is created, a variety
of existing classification algorithms can be
used to learn a policy [55].
IRL (MLIRL) [5], finding the maximum likelihood reward function given a set of







where piR(si, ai) is a Boltzman policy to define the probability of taking action a





where β is used to indicate how noisy the policy is (i.e., how close to optimal
the expert’s behaviour is). Large values for β will make the policy select the action
with the highest Q-value, while β = 0 will select actions randomly. Assuming that
R is parameterized by a vector of reward weights θ applied to the feature vector
φ(s, a) for each state-action pair, gradient ascent is used in the log likelihood of the
parameter space to find the maximum likelihood reward function. The gradient of
the log likelihood is









where ∇piθ(s, a) =
β∇θQ(s, a)ZaZ − Za[
∑




βQ(s, a), and Z =
∑
a′∈A Za′ .
The Q-values and their gradient are recursively calculated as functions of the next
states’ value and value gradients for hoizon h− 1, as shown in algorithm 1. Once all
the values and Q-values for that state are calculated, they are used to calculate the
gradient of the receding horizon policy (Equation 2.7), and the maximum likelihood
reward function is selected using gradient ascent. In algorithm 1, T (s′|s, a) is equiv-
alent to P (s′|s, a), defined as the probability of transitioning to s′ ∈ S from s ∈ S
taking action a ∈ A.
Algorithm 1 ComputeValue(s, h)
if h = 0 then
Vˆ h(s) := 0
∇θVˆ h(s) := 0
return
end if
for a ∈ A do
S ′ := {s′ ∈ S|T (s′|s, a) > 0}





















h(s, a)pihθ (s, a)
∇θVˆ h(s) :=
∑
a∈A∇θQˆh(s, a)pihθ + Qˆh(s, a)∇pihθ (s, a)
By adjusting the values of h and β, we can make RHIRL find a reward function
that explains the behaviour observed from demonstrations and generate policies that
mimic such behaviour. A horizon h = 0 will copy the behaviour of the expert,
with the caveat that the algorithm will not be able to devise a proper decision when
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evaluating a state that has not been observed. A horizon close to infinite will find the
true reward function, which will allow the algorithm to perform better in novel states,
at the expense of a high computational cost and behaviour less similar to that of the
expert. As discussed earlier, β is useful to specify the optimality of the behaviour
observed; a value of β close to zero means that the behaviour observed is noisy and
sub-optimal, which means that the algorithm will not “trust” the expert, therefore it
will try to explore actions rather than imitating them.
2.4 Intelligent Agents in Games
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used in many modern games, and its application goes
beyond delivering characters that act like humans. AI is applied to solve a set of
problems such as automatic creation of game maps, characters, quests, etc., adapting
the level of difficulty for each player, or managing the game rules. In this section, we
provide a summary of typical examples of the use of intelligent agents in computer
games. Although the topics are explained separately, there is usually a dependence
among different techniques. For example, multiplayer online strategy games benefit
from effective decision-making in NPCs, and procedural content generation can ben-
efit from player modelling [56].
Believable Non-player characters: From speaking naturally to walking be-
tween obstacles like a human would do, some NPCs in games are intelligent agents
that make use of several techniques such as natural language processing and path
planning [18, 46]. These agents are expected to act like a player would in the virtual
world; this means that even if a more efficient solution is available to solve a problem,
it should not be used if it would not be typically observed on a human. For example,
if the NPC does not have any special powers, it should not be able to walk on walls or
jump over buildings in order to arrive into a destination quicker than moving around
them.
Game mastering: Also known as drama management, this area involves having
an intelligent agent controlling the game in real time to provide different experiences
of the same game, making decisions based on the players status. For example, if the
current player has already finished the game by killing an NPC, the game master
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might provide different missions in a re-play and make the NPC an ally this time. A
game master can also take into account the preferences of each players to provide the
story that suits them best [138].
Multi-player strategies: Either for matching a player with artificial team mem-
bers, creating a team of artificial enemies to play against teams of human players or a
combination, intelligent agents can be used to coordinate a team in order to achieve a
common goal. This involves communication between intelligent agents and/or players,
as well as managing the individual goals of each agent, while observing and reacting
to the actions of the enemies and managing resources such as bullets and health levels.
Artificial players: As opposed to believable characters, artificial players are not
necessarily expected to show a regular player’s behaviour. Artificial players are a way
to test AI algorithms in a simulated environment to solve problems in real life. In
recent years, AI has been able to beat human champions at games that were consid-
ered challenging due to the domain’s complexity or the branching factor. Examples
are Go [112] and Ms. Pacman [125].
Procedural Content Generation: The aim in this approach is to have an AI
that automatically creates game content instead of having humans designing it. The
advantages are game replayability and the reduced cost of having a team designing
levels, maps, weapons, NPCs, quests, etc. No Man’s Sky is a recent example of a
game using PCG, which was advertised as having about 18 quintillion planets to ex-
plore1. With the high number of possible scenarios in games using PCG, researchers
try to maximise players’ engagement by learning from the elements they use the most
in each scenario, using this information in the next generated piece of content, or
avoiding it to adjust the level of difficulty [134, 102].
Player modelling: Knowing about players is becoming more important with
the ongoing advances in AI for games. As the number of possibilities increases, the
challenge to keep the player interested increases too. Player modelling uses techniques




the difficulty of a game, modify the story, suggest other games that can be of interest,
etc. Since player modelling is the focus of this thesis, we provide a more detailed
introduction to this area.
2.4.1 Player Modelling
Player modelling is a technique used by video game creators to read user characteris-
tics such as actions, behaviours, preferences, goals and style in order to build a model.
This model is used later to automatically adapt the game settings in order to provide
each player with a personalised game experience [56]. The main goal in player mod-
elling research is to understand how the experience of each individual player is when
interacting with a video game [136]. This is, we should be able to identify different
patterns in each player’s behaviour, cognition and affection [135]. Player modelling is
an intersection of different research fields, such as affective computing, experimental
psychology and human-computer interaction.
We can identify two major approaches for player modelling: Model-based (or top-
down), and model-free (or bottom-up) approaches [134]. Since both approaches have
advantages and disadvantages, many works in this field are hybrids between these two
in an attempt to make the most out of each side. Model-based approaches are based
on emotion theories and cognitive and behavioural modelling [30, 32, 33]. In these
approaches, the possible user manifestations are mapped to emotional states. Yan-
nakakis et al. use the example of mapping the increase of heart rate of a player with
excitement [136]. On the other hand, model-free approaches are not based on an
existing model. These approaches collect as much information as possible from the
player and use techniques derived from machine learning, statistical approaches and
data clustering to create player representations. The uninformed BDI player model,
discussed in chapter 3 is a model-based approach, as it is based on a cognitive model.
However, the informed BDI player model in chapter 5 is a hybrid approach, as besides
being based on the BDI cognitive model, it uses other player information encoded as
a player profile.
The relevant data, referred to as input, used to build a player model is divided
into four categories:
• Gameplay input: The actions performed by the player during gameplay time
and the elements derived from this interaction between the player and the game.
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These elements are mapped to levels of cognitive state such as attention, chal-
lenge and engagement. Other measures like the time a player needs to complete
a task and the weapons and items selected are also taken into account [23, 41].
• Objective input: The emotions experienced during gameplay change the phys-
iology of a player. Emotions can change the levels of attention and focus. And
physical changes are visible on facial expressions, posture and speech. Detect-
ing and analysing these changes contribute to having a better understanding of
the player when building their model. While it is better to have as many body
expression readings as possible, the use of invasive devices affects the player’s
experience, so it is recommended to use non-invasive techniques such as motion
tracking, which captures body posture, head pose, gaze and facial expression.
• Game context input: This refers to the real-time state of a player, which will
depend on the current context of the game. Taking context into account is cru-
cial for mapping the readings with the player’s state. For instance, an increase
in heart-rate may have different causes, like frustration (e.g. the player’s avatar
died) or excitement (e.g. killing a boss). Not taking the context as an input
for a player model can lead to misinterpretation of the collected data, and thus,
the generation of a wrong model.
• Player profile information: A Player Profile is different from a player model,
it is a collection of static information of the player not necessarily related to
game play. This information often includes personality (e.g., using the five
factor model of personality [24]), cultural background, gender or age. The use
of player profiles contribute to creating more accurate player models. A typical
way of using player profiles is the stereotype approach [49], where each player
is automatically assigned to a subgroup of the population, previously defined
by certain characteristics. Then, each of these subgroups is represented by a
stereotype.
One of the challenges in player modelling is the fact that the behaviour of a person
in a video game is different than in real life, making it difficult to use information
outside of the gaming environment to create an accurate player model. This means
that a game model cannot define a person in terms of real life, and vice versa.
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2.4.2 Optimality
Throughout this dissertation, we often refer to optimality regarding the behaviour
of players or artificial agents. The term optimal solution refers to the process that
produces the most desired results. In AI applications, an optimal solution is one that
cannot be improved because it produces the best result. For example, in Reinforce-
ment Learning, an optimal policy is the sequence of steps that leads to the highest
return value [114]. In the context of this thesis, we define optimal behaviour as only
taking actions that belong to the shortest path to an end of an IN. We define an
optimal game trace as a game trace produced by optimal behaviour. In saying that a
player’s behaviour is sub-optimal in INs, we refer to them taking actions that result
in a trace longer than the optimal for the IN end they reached.
2.5 Interactive Storytelling
Interactive Storytelling (IS) is a form of storytelling in which users are able to influence
the storyline with their actions. In this thesis, we use the term Interactive Narrative
(IN) under the same definition. In INs, the same story can have more than one end,
each depending on the actions that the user decides to take along different stages of
the story [94].
One of the first instances of IS as computer games was text adventure games. As
the name indicates, these games lacked of any graphics or sound components. The
first text adventure was launched in 1976 with the name of Colossal Cave Adventure,
more commonly known as Adventure. In games like this, situations, characters and
places were all described in text blocks, and the player had to introduce commands
such as “go left” or “open door”. Text adventure games could also be seen as hy-
pertexts, literary works initially inspired by the novel “The garden of forking paths”,
by Borges [15]. Hypertexts are written to be read in a non-linear way, commonly
displayed on a computer or electronic device with text references or hyperlinks. In
this way, the reader can access the next piece of content by selecting the hyperlink
of one of the options available. Although both text adventure games and hypertexts
are considered within the realm of interactive fiction (another form of IS), because
they share characteristics such as the users selection to display new content (via com-
mands in one and clicks in the other), the main difference between them is that text
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adventure games usually involve challenges that require to solve puzzles in order to
advance through the story.
In the remainder of this section, we will describe the components of an IS inherited
from traditional storytelling (e.g., what makes a story a good story). We also explain
the connection between games and storytelling to increase the level of immersion and
the complexity introduced by making a story interactive. To differentiate between
the audience of traditional storytelling and interactive storytelling, we refer to them
as readers and players respectively throughout this section.
2.5.1 Storytelling
Humans have a predilection for storytelling that has been studied extensively by
psychologists and neuroscientists. Since stories appeal to our emotions and empathy,
they have the power to motivate and persuade people by using the safety of an
imaginary world [42]. Often, stories with psychological realism are the ones that
appeal most to their audience. Psychological realism is the portrayal of emotions,
motivations and interactions among characters of a story. The aim of many authors
when using psychological realism is to make their audience feel identified with one
or more of the characters in order to keep them engaged. This connection is referred
to as narrative transport by psychologists [34]. Research shows that factors such as
life experience and previous knowledge of a story affect the narrative transport of a
reader, being those who are familiar with the topic or have experienced something
similar the ones who have a higher level of narrative transport over those without these
characteristics [38]. Furthermore, there are theories that state that this preference
for fantasy holds an evolutionary advantage. Psychologists claim that stories help to
develop social cognition in humans [88].
Although the emergence of different technologies has changed the way to produce
and consume stories (books, TV, PC), psychological realism and narrative transport
prevail in the most iconic stories since epic poetry [39]. This leads us to talk about
video games as a medium for storytelling and their suitability for narrative transport.
Games allow the player to participate in the development of the story by controlling
a character, usually the protagonist. Before discussing the connection of sorytelling


























Figure 2.7: The Hero’s Journey
2.5.2 Narrative structures
The approach to tell a story has continuously changed through time, and is still in
constant change, but storytelling has been present since the beginnings of human
civilisation. The first documented way of storytelling was epic poetry, like The Iliad
and The Odyssey by Homer [111, 40], or the Ramayana, ascribed to Valmiki [122].
Epic poetry was a consequence of traditional oral poetry, where a poet (or storyteller)
spoke in front of a group of people about events relevant to their culture. These
stories were passed from generation to generation, being documented to still be known
nowadays [53]. One thing that characterises epic poetry is that they focus on a hero,
a character with high significance according to the standards of each culture, who
can be seen as a role model by the listener. The appeal of the story is the fact that
the hero is involved in a cyclical quest or journey, facing adversaries that can be
sometimes divine entities. The hero is transformed by these encounters that appeal
to his human values and finally returns home. These elements are the basis of the
narrative structure known as the hero’s journey [19], an approach commonly used in
Hollywood movies and still successful in recent stories (e.g. Star Wars, TRON, The
Lord of The Rings). This structure identifies a set of character archetypes and the
stages of the journey as explained in figure 2.7.
Another structure present in the most famous Hollywood movies is the three-act
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Figure 2.8: The Freytag’s pyramid
structure [99], which consists of a beginning (or exposition), a middle (or confronta-
tion), and an end (or resolution). This structure is based on the five-act Aristotelian
drama structure, commonly presented as an arc referred to as Freytag’s pyramid in
the following order: exposition, rising action, climax or crisis, falling action, and
d’enouement (resolution, revelation or catastrophe), as illustrated in figure 2.8.
2.5.3 Narratives and Games
Considering that psychological realism and narrative transport affect a reader’s en-
gagement with a story, it is not surprising that authors of both stories and games
often exploit the interactivity offered by video games to maximise these effects. As
opposed to a reading a book or watching a movie, where the story is simply presented
to the user, narrative games give the player the chance to act as the protagonist
of such story by controlling the main character. The immersion experienced by the
player is different than the immersion offered in books or movies, as the player is
more directly involved with the story world by acting in it. At the same time, the
story is a way to keep players engaged; if they want to know what happens next in
the story, they need to play more.
Donkey Kong, released in 1981, was the first game to use cut-scenes to tell a
complete story [76]. Although these two concepts were present separately in previous
games (computer text adventure games revolved around a strong story, and other
arcade games used cut-scenes), Donkey Kong was the first arcade game to add a
background story to the game mechanics, marking the beginning of a trend of story-
based arcade games. Dragon’s Lair was the first game to include cut-scenes with
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movie quality [22]. Although this game was a pioneer in overcoming the hardware
limitations involved in showing good quality cut-scenes, it sacrificed on game-play, as
players were only required to take a few actions between videos [51].
Although video games are a very good platform for storytelling, the immersion
they provide does not automatically increase the appeal of a story. The author of
a good narrative game will usually make use of the same narrative structures as in
other forms of storytelling, while adapting the story to the constant intervention of
the player by trying to provide enough time of action and at the same time delivering
enough external information that will contribute to the development of the narrative.
As discussed with Dragon’s Lair, balancing the time between narrative elements (es-
pecially cut-scenes) and actual game-play is a common challenge for authors even in
modern games.
2.5.4 Linear and Interactive Narratives in games
While video games inherently increase the interactivity of stories, most commercial
games with narrative elements implement linear narratives. This is, the story usually
follows one path, and the actions of the player are only requirements to progress
towards its end. Although modern games give the player some degree of freedom in
terms of which quests to focus on and in what order, in games with linear narratives,
the storyline will not change regardless of the actions chosen by the player or their
order. Assassin’s Creed 1 and 2 are examples of games with linear narratives that
provide players with choices, mainly related to quest completion [119].
On the other hand, games with INs are expected to show different stories depend-
ing on the actions chosen by the player at certain stages. The Witcher 2 [21] is an
example of such games, where the story experienced by the player is different depend-
ing on whether they decide to collaborate with the elves or the king’s army 2. Given
the complexity and cost of manually creating stories with a good narrative structure
and a high branching factor (i.e., the average number of children of each node in
the narrative tree, or the number of choices in narrative-related decision points), the
number of decisions that yield a significant change in the storyline is very limited in
current commercial games [24].
2http://witcher.wikia.com/wiki/The_Witcher_2_decision_checklist
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2.5.5 The boundary problem
In section 2.5.3, we introduced the challenge of balancing game-play with cut-scene
times in games with linear narratives, which is, in a way, related to how much freedom
of action the game author gives to the player. In INs, there is a similar problem known
as the boundary problem that concerns the trade-off between the player’s agency and
the narrative quality of the story (or stories) as intended by the author [61]. These
terms are described as follows:
Player agency has to do with the player’s freedom of action. Player agency is a
term more specifically used in INs, as in addition to allowing players enough playing
time, it is concerned with giving players the sense that their choices have an effect in
the development of the story [69].
Authorial intent has to do with the story as the author intends to narrate it.
This involves narrative quality in terms of a structure such as the hero’s journey or
the three act structure, discussed in section 2.5.2, or the particular order of events
that the author favours.
2.6 AI in Interactive Storytelling
In this section we describe some the applications of AI in INs. Unlike the examples
discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5.1, most of the applications in this section are not
commercialised because their concept is fairly new. However, these applications are
the focus of several research works such as those described in section 2.8. Before de-
scribing the main AI applications in INs, we introduce the representation we adopted
from other research in the area for IN-related problems.
2.6.1 Plot graph representation
To the best of our knowledge, most IN approaches that involve the use of AI require an
input from the story’s author, with the exception of crowd-based IN generators [54].
In any of these cases, an abstract representation of the story is necessary to use that
knowledge in the AI system. A common approach to model an IN is a plot graph that
encodes the main events and their precedence constraints [89, 73]. A plot graph is a
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directed, acyclic graph where the nodes represent plot points (important events of the
story) and the arcs represent precedence constraints defined by the author to ensure
the quality of the resulting storylines [47]. Constraints in a plot graph help pruning
out sequences of events that do not make logical sense or should not be legal from
the author’s perspective. Figure 2.9 is the plot graph of the IN used in this work,
described in detail in section 2.7.
In the next subsections, we describe the research aims towards creating systems
with narrative intelligence, a term used as an umbrella for a series of sub-problems
concerning decisions traditionally made by humans in an IN regarding the context of
the story, the progress of the player, the expected player behaviour, dramatic tension
and the experience intended by the author [65].
2.6.2 Drama Management
Solving the boundary problem requires addressing a series of challenges related to
balancing player agency and authorial intent. In order to offer more player agency,
the story should contain a fair number of plot points and actions available for the
player to choose from. This can easily make the potential number of stories too
large for a human to keep track of them, evaluate them and ensure they all meet the
author’s intended quality. A solution from an AI perspective is a drama manager; an
intelligent system that could make decisions that a human would do regarding the
direction of the game [128].
An analogy to explain the role of a drama manager is the “dungeon master”
in the table-top game Dungeons and Dragons (DnD) [130]. A dungeon master is
in charge of designing a story and adjusting it to maximise the experience of all the
players. In order to do this, the dungeon master constantly modifies the details of the
environment and the behaviour of NPCs, having control of everything that happens
in the story, except for the players actions. The main differences between the concept
of a drama manager and a dungeon master are 1) A game master usually manages
the actions of more than one player within a story, while most drama management
applications are intended to manage a single player, and 2) Players in DnD are aware
of the existence and actions of the game master, while a drama manager and its
interventions are usually intended to be imperceptible for players. Hereafter in this
thesis, the acronym DM will be used to refer to drama management.
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For a DM to make appropriate decisions while guiding the player through the
best possible experience, the story needs to be modelled so that the system can
create sub-stories in a way similar to how the author would. In addition, the system
requires information about the player and means to predict their behaviour to make
adjustments in the story as closely to real time as possible. These characteristics are
known as computational narrative generation and player modelling. While the former
is a new concept, the concept of player modelling was introduced in section 2.4.1. We
will now describe both concepts, focusing on the IN perspective of player modelling,
which implements elements from existing player modelling techniques.
2.6.3 Computational Narrative Generation
Creating art is one of the most challenging features of humans for AI to imitate [13].
As a form of art, storytelling involves similar challenges. The idea of an intelligent
system that creates narratives was conceived to create traditional, linear stories [35,
95], but recently considered as a way to leverage the work needed to evaluate all the
sub-stories that can result from a plot graph for an IN [89]. Using an AI system to
generate the possible stories could help authors create richer INs at a lower cost, and
with a lower probability of logical errors than manually authoring them.
However, to reproduce the creative process of the author, stories that make logical
sense are not sufficient; it is necessary to embed the author’s preferences in addition to
the story’s abstract model (e.g., a plot graph). In this way, the AI system can evaluate
the narrative quality of each sub-story with an approach similar to the author’s with
tangible heuristics, and pick those stories that offer dramatic arcs that match the
author’s standards. Approaches such as planning have been used to select viable
stories with measures of quality provided by the author to generate INs that allow for
more player agency, as these systems can re-run the planning algorithm any time the
player selects an action that deviates from the candidates found [91]. Some of these
systems will be discussed in more detail in section 2.8.
2.6.4 Player Modelling
Human dungeon masters tend to deliver better stories when they have previous knowl-
edge on how the game’s participants prefer to play and how they are likely to behave.
They know how to create unexpected situations, and by evaluating the actions that
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players are likely to take in the future, create situations that could lead them to the
most interesting conclusion of a story. The same can be said about drama managers;
creating stories that can adapt to players’ actions is a desirable feature, as is being
able to modify the environment to guide the player to a specific story candidate.
However, knowing their preferences can lead to a much better individual experience.
To complement the narrative generation and drama management tasks, informa-
tion about the player should be modelled in addition to the story dynamics and the
author’s narrative standards. In the context of INs, this has challenges not observed
in player modelling for other genres, such as accounting for the fact that INs do not
necessarily keep a score as an indicator of players performance. Since player mod-
elling approaches for these other genres consist of modelling behaviour that aim to
maximise scores or other metrics used as heuristics or reward functions, the lack of
a metric of player’s performance complicates the simulation of their behaviour. In
addition, goals within an IN game differ from one player to another, which introduces
the challenge of modelling behaviour for different types of players and identifying
player categories that can be applied across different INs.
Although player modelling in INs mainly applied in drama management to aid
the decisions made regarding the story and guiding the player in real time, there are
other applications for player models, especially when it comes to modelling player
behaviour in order to simulate it. Player simulations can be used in the early stages
of the IN design to validate the constraints included in the story model provided to
the IN system. Early versions of the system can be tested with simulated players to
identify illegal story branches, saving time and resources to recruit human testers.
Another application of player models is in the behaviour of the NPCs in the IN. By
matching characteristics modelled in both players and NPCs, believable, autonomous
behaviour could be modelled with less effort by using the information already mod-
elled by players. This not only helps reduce the cost of separately designing the be-
haviour of different NPCs by hand, but it also covers a wider spectrum of behaviour
than that considered by the author. This application can also be used in other genres
such as Role-Playing Games (RPGs). Different player modelling approaches and their
intended application in INs will be discussed in section 2.8.
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Figure 2.9: Plot-graph of our version of Anchorhead
2.7 Anchorhead
Anchorhead is a Lovecraftian interactive fiction written by Michael S. Gentry in 1998.
The story takes place in the fictional town of Anchorhead, where the protagonist and
her husband, Michael, move into because they inherited a mansion from Michael’s
distant family. The previous owner of the house, Edward Verlac, killed his family and
committed suicide. From this point, the player needs to explore the world by visiting
places, observing objects, talking to characters, etc., to find out the truth behind
the Verlac family. The original story is divided into five days, with over one hundred
relevant plot-points as stated by Nelson and Mateas [71]. However, in this project, we
use only the second day, used in IN player modelling research before, as this sub-plot
contains all the relevant mechanics of an IN in a relatively short story [109].
In our sub-plot, the player can reach two possible endings, identified with bold
frames in Figure 2.9. To reach the first ending, the player has to find a safe which
contains a puzzle box, then ask the owner of the magic shop to open this box and
find a lens inside. This lens is necessary to use the telescope in the observatory, and
when the player sees through the telescope, they see an evil god approaching Earth.
To reach the second ending of the story, the player needs to meet a beggar in the
park and talk to him, asking about the Verlac family, the beggar will refuse to speak
unless the player gives him alcohol. After getting a flask of liquor from the bar and
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taking it to the beggar, he will mention the death of William, a malformed child in
the family. When the player visits the crypt in the mansion, they will find out that
William’s coffin contains an animal skull; showing it to the beggar will make him
confess that the kid did not die. Eventually, the beggar will ask for an amulet to
protect him, which the player needs to get from the magic shop. When the player
hands him the amulet, the beggar will give in return a key to find a book hidden in
the sewers; the book contains all the secrets of the Verlac family.
The order in which the plot points are revealed depends on the players actions
as well as the current game context, so the sub-stories described before are a general
description of how each end can be reached. In a real game, players will discover plot
points from both sub-stories as they explore the world. As a consequence, the final
story discovered by each player in each run of the game is expected to be different.
2.8 Related Work
In this section we present a survey of works that relate to ours in different ways.
We have considered works in INs that focus on player experience, applications of the
BDI model in games (including INs), and applications of Apprentice Learning (AL)
and/or Reinforcement Learning (RL) in games.
2.8.1 Drama managers with player modelling
Fac¸ade [66] is one of the first attempts to computationally generate INs. It uses
natural language processing to process the player’s input as a variable to define the
next beat, while a drama manager [10, 128] attempts to structure the story according
to an Aristotelian drama model [64], while also trying to provide believable behaviour
of the characters. Although Fac¸ade offers a robust response to the user’s inputs and
provides player agency, it does not make use of player modelling to drive the story
in a personalised manner. The next course of action is determined only based on the
last action of the player and the dramatic model of their story. Our work instead
attempts to predict the player’s choices depending on information collected about
them and the state of the game. In an application like Fac¸ade, our work could aid
the design of the story by using simulated players with different styles.
The following approaches focus on personalising player experience in INs via a
Drama Manager (DM). While drama management is not the only application of
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player modelling in INs, most of these approaches discuss the importance of accurate
player models for an appropriate performance of the DM.
PaSSAGE (Player-Specific Stories via Automatically Generated Events) [117] is
an attempt to predict the player’s actions and intentions, with the objective to adjust
the story presented based on a player model that assigns and updates weights to
a set of categories depending on the actions they perform throughout the game.
Such categories are based on the definitions by Robin Laws [50]. The category with
the highest weight represents the style that better represents the player. Although
PaSSAGE uses a player model to personalise the story delivered, their model differs
from our work in the way the players are categorised. Like PaSSAGE, our approach
considers the possibility that a player can exhibit behaviour from more than one
category in the same play-through, but our approach to measure the play styles and
the use of that knowledge differs from theirs.
Yu and Riedl use a prefix based collaborative filtering algorithm based on users
feedback to generate an optimal story according to the user’s preferences [138]. They
assume that players with the same preferences in the past will be likely to have similar
preferences in the future. They test their approach with choose your own adventure
stories with real and simulated users, reporting positive results about the accuracy
of the algorithm to generate user-specific stories. While this work reports evidence
that personalising INs is beneficial, Yu and Riedl make the observation that player
modelling is essential in the optimisation of managed INs.
C-DraGer (Case-based Drama Manager) is another work that uses a player model
to aid the decisions made by a DM to personalise an IN [109]. C-DraGer uses case-
based reasoning to build a player model for the interactive fiction Anchorhead, the
same story used to test our approach. The player model in C-DraGer is able to predict
the player’s preferences based on feedback provided by them at different stages of the
game. The evaluation proved different points of why player modelling is relevant
in drama management. For example, the DM is able to help inexperienced players,
guiding them through the game in a different way than experienced players. An
interesting remark in this work is that Sharma et al. discuss the value of qualitative
analysis to identify the relevant information to include in the player model. Besides
using the same story, we take observations regarding players’ behaviour in this work as
a basis of some elements of our player profile described in chapter 4, along with the use
of both qualitative and quantitative evaluation methods to assess the performance of
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our model. Their player model design differs from ours and the focus of their research
lies in drama management rather than simulating player behaviour.
Search has also been used as an approach to drama management, an idea intro-
duced by Bates [10] and commonly referred to as Search-Based Drama Management
(SBDM) [94]. Weyhrauch introduced Sampling Adversary Search (SAS) and SAS+
as modifications to the full-depth search algorithm, limiting its search depth [128].
Weyhrauch clarifies that the evaluation of these algorithms was made using simulated
players, and the results should be analysed taking this fact into account. In order
to provide enough variation in players behaviour, Weyhrauch considered two players
traits: skill (related to previous experience playing INs) and cooperation (how much
players follow hints provided in the game), each with three degrees of variation: low,
average and high.
Following the work by Weyhrauch, Nelson and Mateas evaluated the scalability
of the SAS+ algorithm in Anchorhead, the interactive fiction used in this work [72].
Also using simulated players in their evaluation, Nelson and Mateas conclude that
SBDM is not scalable to big stories. However, they point out that SBDM and other
approaches can benefit from user modelling, as not considering player action sequences
that are highly unlikely can make the projection search more accurate.
The Interactive Drama Architecture (IDA) is another approach that models play-
ers behaviour to support the decision-making of a DM [61]. In IDA, the system
continuously runs simulations of the current player’s behaviour with the aim to iden-
tify and prevent possible boundary problems in the near future by comparing the
simulated player behaviour and the plot representation. The evaluation is performed
on Haunt 2, an IN system developed for research in INs [62]. Some relevant obser-
vations by Magerko are 1) the importance of modelling player behaviour to evaluate
drama managers without the need for a large number of testers, and 2) the clarifica-
tion that their player model is rudimentary, since its purpose is to show the benefits of
prediction rather than reproducing the exact behaviour of players. In his approach to
create a variety of player behaviours, Magerko used three player archetypes: general
(the actual player’s behaviour), explorer (focuses on exploring the physical elements
in the game) and scarer (scares the NPCs that the player is supposed to interact
with). These archetypes were based on the archetypes for multi-user dungeons [9].
Knowing what is expected from each archetype, Magerko generated the set of game
traces for the evaluation of IDA. Although this approach reduces the cost associated
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with recruiting real players, Magerko acknowledges the bias that this introduces and
raises the need of a more accurate approach to simulate player behaviour.
2.8.2 Modelling player behaviour
We will now discuss some works on INs that focus on observing and modelling player
behaviour rather than using such models to support or evaluate DMs.
A recent work in the field uses machine learning to predict players’ actions in
the educational game “Solving the Incognitum”[140, 120]. Valls-Vargas et al. show
results supporting the assumption that players’ gaming styles change throughout a
game. Their evaluation of a set of supervised machine learning techniques for predict-
ing players’ styles in the current game segment based on their style in the previous
segment shows promise. However, they report that the granularity of episodes af-
fects the accuracy of their player model [121]. Valls-Vargas et al. use “goal seeker”
(mostly concerned with completing the game) and “explorer” (following their own
goals related to exploring the virtual world, not necessarily concerned with finishing
the game) as their main players style categories, based on the 2x2 Achievement Goal
Theory’s clasification [29]. Additionally, Valls-Vargas et al. use “uninterested” and
“other”. To classify game traces and segments of each game, two researchers indepen-
dently labelled each of these elements with one of the game styles according to their
observations. They then discussed their observations to find and solve disagreements
when the same element was labelled differently by each of them.
Cardona-Rivera and Young’s approach consists of a proof of concept model of
players reasoning within an IN [20]. They treat this as a plan recognition problem
motivated by the need to know players’ future actions to prevent boundary prob-
lems. One of the authors generated the data to test this approach by playing all
the possible game configurations in an adventure game with the style of Legend of
Zelda [77]. As with our approach, the evaluation method proposed in [20] is novel
because there was no existing benchmark for their approach. One of the most im-
portant observations in that work is that their approach assumes that the player will
have an optimal behaviour (plans with the lowest cost/length). This is acknowledged
as a limitation by Cardona-Rivera and Young because it is likely that IN players will
behave sub-optimally. For example, exploratory behaviour involves many repetitions
and sub-optimal cost-length plans. Another observation in that work is that it is
probably unnecessary to run plan recognition after every action performed by the
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player, since most players do not change their mind that often. Cardona-Rivera and
Young introduce the challenge of identifying the right moment when a change of mind
is likely to happen to only run the plan recogniser in those instances. Unlike [20],
we assume sub-optimal behaviour in players as the basis to try to emulate them, but
the behaviour modelled does not consider changes of mind after every action.
Barber and Kudenko designed a player model for a text-based IN system that
focuses on narrative dilemmas to increase dramatic tension [8, 7]. The approach in
this work is motivated by the idea that “the user of an IN system shoud be mod-
elled rather than controlled”. In consequence, the story should adapt to the player’s
decisions rather than trying to make them follow a specific storyline. This player
model is updated after every decision made by the player when they are presented
with a dilemma. Seven aspects relevant to dramatic dilemmas typical in soap operas
are considered in the player model: honesty, faithfulness, responsibility for actions,
selfishness, preference for relationship or friendship, strength of character and moral-
ity. In addition, the model considers measurements of how much the player values
their relationship and/or friendship with other characters, as well as how strongly the
player believes the story world principle. These aspects are represented with integers
that are initialised as 0, and are updated in increments or decrements of 1 throughout
the game. Each dilemma updates a subset of the aspects modelled. The accuracy
of the player model is measured depending on its ability to predict the player’s de-
cisions when presented with a dilemma. Since the model is initialised with the same
values for all players and updated over time, the initial predictions are not expected
to be accurate. The preliminary evaluation of this approach consisted of 3 users with
varied story lengths, involving up to 10 dilemmas. Barber and Kudenko reported
that the familiarity with the system affected the participants’ behaviour, reducing
the accuracy of the player model. This model also assumes that the player will act
consistently with the nature of their characters. An improvement proposed by Barber
and Kudenko is to use probabilities rather than absolute values to keep the updated
aspects of the model bound and reduce the bias introduced by specific dilemmas. In
comparison, our player model is not updated with players actions during the game.
Instead, we take measurements of the aspects modelled before they start playing and
our measurements are represented as probabilities.
The work in [126] shows an approach to simulate players’ behaviour using a long
short-term memory neural network. This work explains the benefits of using simulated
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players in the domain of IN planners (a form of drama manager). Such benefits include
reducing the dependency on large amounts of real players observations for training
and exploiting the logics of the IN to access states not commonly visited by human
players. Wang et al. use similar player descriptors to our approach, such as gaming
experience and context knowledge to generate their variety of players behaviour.
Although not aimed to emulate players behaviour, the study by Roberts and Isbell
shows an instance of psychological principles from the real world that can be applied
to a virtual world, specifically to an IN. Roberts and Isbell investigate the use of
influence to encourage players to make decisions that shape the story according to the
author’s goals without affecting players’ sense of agency [100]. This approach is based
on existing evidence that influence should operate similarly in the real and virtual
worlds [139]. Roberts and Isbell study the application of two influence principles:
scarcity and reciprocity on a text-based game tested by real players. Their evaluation
shows promising results for the application of scarcity, where the use of influential
statements between plot points reported that stories discovered by players matched
the author goals more closely than the stories discovered by the control group. In
addition, the participants did not report significant difference in their sensed agency
throughout the game. While the results for reciprocity are not as good, their analysis
suggests that these are a consequence of design issues rather than the application of
the principle itself.
2.8.3 BDI applications in games
BDI has been used in video games research to define different forms of intelligent
systems. Luong et al. created a game master that creates a narrative experience from
modular events [58]. The difference between the work in [58] and ours is where the
BDI model is applied; in their work, the BDI agent is the game master that makes
decisions and it does not perform player modelling. In our work, the BDI agents are
implementations of our player model that are expected to behave like real players.
Another BDI application in games is the player model for a first-person shooter
by Norling [78]. Although this work is not implemented on an IN domain, it provides
insights on how the BDI paradigm can be used to model players in virtual worlds.
In [79], a BDI approach is used to create interactive NPCs with realistic behaviour.
Although that work is not implemented in INs either, it shows how we can model
BDI agents that resemble humans in video games.
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The work by Peinado et al. presents a BDI model that considers each the pre-
defined personality of Non-Player Characters (NPCs) to define their reactions to
changes in the environment, as well as the execution of certain plans [86]. Although
there is certain similarity with our work, the intent in [86] is to create appropriate
behaviour for NPCs rather than emulate the behaviour of real players.
2.8.4 MDP representations for INs
In this section, we present approaches that use MDPs to represent the IN domain that
do not necessarily apply apprenticeship learning algorithms. In [74], Nelson et al. use
an MDP representation of the drama management problem towards improving the
tradeoff between player exploration and story coherence, aiming to improve the abil-
ity of an IN to adapt to players actions. In their model, Nelson et al. use the IN’s plot
points, a set of drama manager actions and an IN evaluation function as components
of the MDP. The sequence of plot points discovered so far, together with the sequence
of drama manager actions are modelled as a state. The drama manager actions are
requests established by the IN’s author to respond to changes in the IN’s direction
caused by the player’s action. The transitions are modelled as the likelihood of plot
points ocurring given the constraints for each plot point, the player’s actions, and the
influece of drama manager actions. The evaluation function is provided by the IN au-
thor specifying the quality of a resulting story given the plot graphs it contains. [74]
modelled two INs: Tea for Three and Anchorhead, using their drama manager to
guide simulated games and compare the follwing algorithms: SAS+ [128], standard
TD learning, and Self-Adversarial / Self-Cooperative Exploration (SASCE), which
is TD learning with a modified training scheme. In SASCE, the player model used
for training can be cooperative (take actions that will lead to higher-rated states), or
adversarily (take actions that will lead to lower rated states). The methods’ evalua-
tion shows that RL shows similar performance as search in simple domains such as
Tea for Three, but in more complex domains such as Anchorhead, RL outperforms
search. Furthermore, the mixed player model behaviour used in training improved
the learning performance. While the focus of the approach by Nelson et al. is on
drama management to maximise the quality of the story discovered by the player, it
illustrates how different player models can affect the performance of drama managers.
While the player model used by Nelson et al. improves upon that by Weyhrauch, Nel-
son et al. discuss the fact that preferences are different from one player to another,
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and modelling a wider variety of player styles could be useful in both training and
evaluation. The work presented in this thesis aims to capture different player styles.
In contrast with Nelson et al.’s work, where they use simulated player behaviour in
both training and evaluation, we create our player model observing real players and
evaluating the similarity between their behaviour and the behaviour produced by the
model.
In [101], Roberts et al. propose Target-Trajectory Distribution MDPs (TTD-
MDPs), where the goal of the agent is to learn a policy that matches a distribution
of trajectories rather than the optimal trajectory, as would be the case with MDPs.
This approach was proposed as a more suitable solution for problems such as drama
management, where all the events in a trajectory contribute to the quality of the re-
sulting story. A TTD-MDP is defined by a tuple (T,A, P, P (T )), where states T are
partial or complete trajectories of MDP states. A is a set of actions, P is a transition
model (denoted T in our definition of MDP), and P (T ) is a target distribution of tra-
jectories. P (T ) replaces the reward function R in a typical MDP. Roberts et al. tested
this approach on two domains: a grid world and the drama manager for Anchorhead
modelled as an MDP in [74]. In the drama management problem, the goal defined
by Roberts et al. is to increase the frequency of highly rated stories and decrease the
frequency of low rated stories. Roberts et al. found that combining TTD-MDPs with
the SAS+ algorithms as a fallback strategy to deal with story trajectories not present
in the tree yields better results than a baseline solution in terms of story quality, and
the resulting distribution of trajectories is more varied than the distribution result-
ing from an RL algorithm (although the trajectories resulting from RL have higher
quality than those resulting from TTD:SAS+).
The work by Roberts et al. is different from our MDP approach, mainly in the
problem being modelled; while the agent modelled by them is a drama manager,
our agent is a player. Both their approach and ours use a representation of the IN
Anchorhead, although their state representation consists of plot-point trajectories,
while ours consists of a more detailed status of the IN world (e.g., captures objects
in the inventory, rooms visited, etc). The main difference is that our MDP is used to
learn a single policy rather than a distribution of policies.
Thue and Bulitko framed the experience management (a more general definition
that covers drama management, but can also be applied to games that do not involve
a dramatic component) problem as an MDP from a player modelling perspective, by
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learning a player model with the goal of maximising their reward by modifying the
game’s transition function. The work in [116] investigates which and how some game
dynamics should change to maximise player experience while maintaining interest and
fairness for all players. For instance, how powerful a temporary buff should be, or
which weapon should receive an upgrade, depending on which one the player favours.
This framework produces a deterministic agent that 1) collects information about
the current player, and 2) uses that information to estimate which changes to the
game will yield the highest reward for the current player. This reward could be, for
example, fun, sense of influence, etc. Thue and Bulitko used PaSSAGE [117] and
Left 4 Dead’s AI Director [14] as test-beds for this approach. This approach is similar
to ours in the way the player is modelled. Like Thue and Bulitko, we model players as
the agent situated in the game’s environment. In both approaches, the configuration
of the game’s environment is modelled as states, the actions available for the player
to change between states are modelled as actions, and the deterministic transition
function encodes the transition between state St to St+1 via action a. Moreover, the
player’s reward function is unknown by the modellers in both approaches. The main
difference between this work and ours is that the learned reward function is not used
by an experience manager in our approach. Furthermore, in [116], the player’s policy
is updated in each time step and future player actions are predicted based on the
latest update (online). In our case, the player policies are used after the game has
been completed (oﬄine), having the entire trajectory for each player. The player
model derived from the MDP’s estimations also has some similarities with our player
profile (chapter 4). In their representation, Thue and Bulitko use a vector with real
values in an m-dimensional space. Each dimension measures player properties such
as emotional reactions, skill level or game style preferences. However, the dimensions
in our player profile are expected to be used in any IN, while the dimensions in [116]
depend on the game for which the player is being modelled (for instance, the play
style in PaSSAGE, and “emotional intensity” of each player in Left 4 Dead).
2.8.5 Goal and plan recognition in INs
In this section we discuss works that focus specifically on predicting players goals or
plans within an IN. In [4], Albrecht et al. compared a set of Dynamic Bayesian Network
(DBN) configurations to predict the current goal, next move and next location of
players in the ‘Shattered Worlds’ Multi User Dungeon MUD). Albrecht et al. identified
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three main variables to model their problem: Actions, Locations, and Quests. Using
these variables, they created four DBN models. The most complex is the main model,
which captures the most realistic dependencies between the variables: The current
location depends on the previous location, as well as the current quest, while the
current action depends on the current quest, the current location and the previous
action. Another model relaxes some of these dependencies; the current action is
independent of the current location. A third model only considers actions and quests,
where the current action depends on the current quest. Finally, the fourth model only
considers locations and quests, where the current location depends on the current
quest. In all these models, the current quest depends on the previous quest, and the
quest is assumed to be the same throughout a run (i.e., a sequence of actions between
a player’s entry to the world and the completion of a quest, or from the completion
of the previous quest to the completion of a new one). Albrecht et al. found that
regarding quest predictions, their most complex model is the most accurate. However,
regarding action prediction, this model is the one that performs worst. As for location
prediction, given the similar performance of the three relevant models (the model that
only considers actions and quests is not applicable), the simplest model, considering
location and quests only is recommended.
In contrast with our work, the approach by Albrecht et al. does not rely on a
modeller to specify player’s plan libraries. In addition, the models in [4] were designed
after data collection, without the possibility to verify the observations with the players
or get further input from them (the approach is called keyhole plan recognition, as it
resembles the activity of observing through a keyhole). Another difference with our
approach is the domain; while the MUD used in [4] is a text adventure game with a
large number of actions and locations, it does not have the same narrative structure as
Anchorhead. This may represent a difference in the way players prioritise their goals
and the way play-throughs are analysed. For example, in our work, the beginning
of a trace is always the same for all players, and the end is one of the two end plot
points, unlike in [4], where the beginning and end of traces is determined by entering
the virtual world and the completion of a single quest.
In [6], Baikadi et al. introduce an approach to inform Markov Logic Networks
(MLNs) using Narrative Discovery Events (NDEs). NDEs represent important in-
formation that a player needs to solve the main question of an IN, and capture the
state of the player’s knowledge rather than the state of the IN world. The work in [6]
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focuses on INs whose story revolves around a mystery. NDEs are predicates manually
defined over player actions and world events. They can also define discoveries of game
mechanics required to advance in the IN plot (e.g., discovering that lab equipment
can be used to analyse samples). The choice of an undirected probabilistic model such
as MLNs is intended to capture ambiguous relationships between player actions and
goals; since in many INs the main goal is not explicitly communicated to the player,
they will most likely explore the environment, and by doing so, they may discover new
goals as they perform actions towards an existing one. The data used in [6] is a corpus
for the IN Crystal Island, a mystery-based IN where the goal is to find the source of
an disease that is spreading in a research camp. Using three sets of formulae, Baikadi
et al. evaluated the MLN on three metrics: accuracy, convergence rate and plot point
convergence. The sets of formulae used were: 1)baseline, which models relationships
between the current and previous timesteps, 2)ablated, the subset of the baseline set
that models only the current timestep, and 3)NDE set, which captures whether the
NDE event has been observed in previous timesteps. Baikadi et al. created four MLN
models: baseline and ablated, using the respective sets, and two models adding the
formulae in the NDE set to each of the baseline and ablated sets. The evaluation
shows that the models with NDE formulae outperform the other two. Context is a
possible explanation, as this allowed the models to know which goals the player had
not met yet and whether they had enough information to do so. The ablated model
with NDEs had the best overall performance.
This work has several similarities with ours. Firstly, the work in [6] focuses on the
same class of IN as ours. Although our model is intended to be applicable in other
IN classes, Anchorhead, our testbed, is a mystery-based IN as well as Crystal Island.
Another similarity is that both their models and ours are based on plot-points. We
use the plot graph to model players as BDI agents in chapters 3 and 5, while they use
nodes of the plot graph to model the NDE formulae. A difference between our work
and ours is that our objective is not goal recognition; while we learn policies from
player demonstrations in chapter 6, the aim is more related to plan recognition. We
instead design the goals based on the IN’s plot graph for our BDI models. However, it
is worth noting that goal and plan recognition are closely related to player modelling.
As a consequence, these tasks may be implicit in some parts of our approach.
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2.8.6 Apprenticeship Learning applications in games
We now discuss approaches that use apprenticeship learning as a means to model
and learn behaviour of agents in games from human demonstrations. Although these
approaches are not applied in the domain of INs, their insights were useful to develop
the model proposed in chapter 6.
Lee et al. used apprenticeship learning to train a Super Mario controller, moti-
vated by the Super Mario Turing Test AI Competition[52]. In this work, the game’s
environment is modelled as an MDP using a 5x5 grid. Demonstrations were collected
from three players that played one specific level six times each. The player with the
best average score was chosen as the expert to collect more traces, considering coins
collected, enemies killed and stomped. The expert then played three more levels, six
times each. The evaluation of this approach was made via a Turing test similar to the
original competition. Seventy participants divided into four groups observed videos
of either the expert or the controller playing the game and answered a questionnaire
evaluating the performance observed. Both the experts demonstrating and the partic-
ipants of the Turing test were required to be experienced gamers. The results showed
that although the IRL algorithm converged to the expert’s policy, the determinism of
the optimal policy and the state space collected represented limitations in the perfor-
mance of the controller. While the latter issue can be solved by collecting more levels
from the expert and asking them to play for more time, the solution to the former is
not as trivial as enlarging the size of the grid, since this would increase the size of the
state space, storage required and possibly affect the efficiency of the algorithm. In
comparison with our approach, possibly the main difference is that we aim to learn
behaviour from players with different gaming experience. The nature of the domain
represents another difference, since the goals can be different for each player, unlike
Mario, where the score is an indicator of performance. Another difference is that we
aim to learn policies from more than one player to capture more variety in human
behaviour.
Another AL approach to model behaviour is the Capture The Flag (CTF) com-
mander in [43]. In this work, Ivanovic et al. combine AL with Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) to learn policies from artificial player presets: greedy, balanced, de-
fender, random. The AL algorithm they used is a variant of Least-Square Temporal
Difference (LSTD), called LSTD-µ. LSTD-µ is a model-free, off-policy algorithm,
where each element of the feature-expectation vector µpi(s) is treated like a MDP
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value function, with pi and s being the sub-optimal policy and state being evaluated
respectively [48]. Ivanovic et al. evaluate their approach on one of the several map
configurations available in the AI Sandbox CTF distribution 3, setting the number
of bots to four per team. They evaluate the performance of MCTS with an Upper
Confidence bound for Trees (UCT) selection policy with 30 games against each preset
with all the actions available, and then with a sub-set of two actions only: ’Attack’
and ’Charge’. Then they evaluate the performance of UCT + AL against the two
strongest presets: greedy and defender. Their results show that AL can help im-
prove the performance of MCTS with UCT. They show that knowing the opponent’s
next movements helps reducing the impact of a large branching factor in the CTF
environment.
Although the AL application by in the work by Ivanovic et al. does not use real
players demonstrations, their state and feature representation approach was helpful
to devise the approach in our AL implementation. While their choice of a model-free
AL algorithm has advantages such as the ability to learn policies without building
a transition model for the domain, their problem was different to ours in that they
did not aim to emulate the policies they used as demonstrations; they learned from
the strongest presets in order to learn an optimal policy, regardless of whether the
resulting behaviour resembled that of the presets.
3http://aigamedev.com/open/coverage/ctf-report/
Chapter 3
A BDI generic model of human
behaviour for INs
Our first step towards modelling players in the domain of INs is to attempt to simulate
generic human behaviour. More specifically, our aim in this chapter is to answer RQ1,
posed in section 1.3:
To what extent can a BDI player model emulate the way human play-
ers interact with an IN?
In this thesis, we propose and evaluate two different BDI models:
• An uninformed BDI player model, with the aim to simulate generic human
behaviour within an IN environment, and
• An informed BDI player model, with the aim to simulate the behaviour of
specific players with potentially different preferences and gaming styles.
This chapter focuses on the design and evaluation of the former, which is then aug-
mented in chapter 5 with the player profile presented in chapter 4. We use the
following terminology throughout different stages of the chapter:
• BDI player model: The theoretical player model proposed for INs, including
Anchorhead.
• Uninformed BDI player model: Specifically refers to the BDI model of
generic human behaviour.
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• BDI agent: An instance or implementation of the BDI player model.
• Uninformed BDI agent: Specifically refers to an instance of the unin-
formed BDI player model.
In this chapter, the terms BDI model, BDI player model and uninformed BDI
model refer to the same concept. Similarly, agent, BDI agent and uninformed BDI
agent are used interchangeably. These terms are used separately in chapter 5 to dif-
ferentiate between BDI models of generic behaviour (uninformed) and player-specific
behaviour (informed with a player profile).
As discussed in section 1.3, modelling human behaviour in INs with the purpose
of simulating their choices is different from modelling behaviour for other types of
intelligent systems. Players’ lack of knowledge about the IN environment results in a
different performance. We make the assumption that, at least when playing for the
first time, IN players behave in a rather sub-optimal way, resulting in the discovery
of plot points whose sequence is not the direct path to complete a game.
For example, referring to the plot graph for Anchorhead in figure 2.9, we can
devise the following direct path to reach one of the endings:
1. Find the safe combination (get safe combo).
2. Find the safe (discover safe).
3. Unlock and open the safe (open safe).
4. Go to the magic shop (find magic shop).
5. Give the puzzle box to the magic shop owner for him to open it and obtain the
lens inside (open puzzle box).
6. Go to the observatory (find observatory).
7. Fix the telescope placing the lens on it and see through it (see evil god).
Note that the plot graph does not indicate that specific sequence for some of the
plot points, such as discover safe and get safe combo, or open safe and find magic shop.
In this example, we assume that an optimal or direct path would minimise the chance
of unnecessarily going back to points that have been visited already. In the case of
open safe and find magic shop, the optimal path is defined in this order because the
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player needs to give the puzzle box to the magic shop owner for him to open it. Find-
ing the magic shop before getting the puzzle box would result in the player having to
go back to the shop after getting the puzzle box, potentially discovering other plot
points in between.
While the seven plot points in the example would be the main plot points discov-
ered, the specific actions to reach these plot points may vary. For instance, Sharma
et al. report that some players perform a large number of actions before reaching a plot
point. In our optimal path example, reaching the first plot point (get safe combo)
involves navigating to the bedroom of the mansion and examining the bed, where
the player will find the safe combination. Nonetheless, considering the information
provided to the player at the beginning of the game, as the following paragraphn
states:
“You are inheriting a Grand Mansion that belonged to your distant cousin Ed-
ward Verlac!!! You are in an isolated town called Anchorhead and the lawyer who is
supposed to help you out is missing. You go to Anchorhead and decide to check out
the town before you decide to inherit it. You come to know some dark secrets about
the Verlac family. Edward killed his entire family and then committed suicide at the
mental asylum. Should you inherit this place??? You start in the livingroom of the
Mansion.”
There is no indication of where the player should go or what their goal should be.
In addition, we must take into account that our example only considers reaching one
out of two possible ends of the story. All these components increase the complexity
of modelling realistic human behaviour in the domain of INs.
As we will show later in section 3.5, realistic human behaviour in an IN is erratic
to some extent, especially early in the game when the information known by players
is close to none. As a result, the plot points discovered are not likely to be sequenced
optimally or be part of one exclusive sub-plot. This realisation is the baseline for
our proposed methodology, detailed in section 3.3. Despite our assumption that
human players do not make optimal decisions due to their partial knowledge of the
environment, those decisions are still dictated by their beliefs at the time when they
make such decisions. Thus, their erratic behaviour, despite being sub-optimal, is still
a result of a certain strategy, not to be confused with random behaviour.
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Figure 3.1: A partial goal diagram design following the Prometheus methodology.
3.1 Plot graph vs goal diagram
As indicated by the Prometheus methodology, discussed in section 2.1.3, the first
steps to design a BDI agent are to identify the system’s goals, the relevant elements
of the environment, along with the way they are perceived, and the actions that can
be performed by the system. Our first step to represent the system goals was to
create a goal diagram. While goal oriented behaviour can be represented with other
methods such as behaviour trees [68] or hierarchical task networks [106], we used goal
diagrams for two reasons:
1. To be consistent with the Prometheus methodology.
2. Because we consider goal diagrams easier to understand for people from areas
other than computer science.
For the sake of clarity, it is important to remark the difference between other ap-
proaches based on the Prometheus methodology and our approach to defining human
behaviour with a goal diagram. We show in figure 3.1 how one would partially define
the behaviour of a BDI agent to interact with Anchorhead according to Prometheus.
This behaviour would take into account the constraints stipulated in the IN’s plot
graph (e.g. figure 2.9). A BDI agent implemented with such goal diagram would ex-
hibit an optimal behaviour, such as that described in the introduction of this chapter.
Furthermore, in this case, the plot graph is enough to design the goal diagram, as
the main goal (FinishGame is decomposed into the two possible endings according to
figure 2.9 and each of these sub-goals is then decomposed into the plot points required
to reach them. The flaw in this design is the assumption that the player knows the
way to reach the end of the game in every stage.
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Figure 3.2: The goal diagram of our BDI design.
Instead, our approach makes a heavier use of folk psychology to simulate the sub-
optimal decisions made with incomplete information. Figure 3.2 shows the resulting
goal diagram for our version of Anchorhead, where we create goals not necessarily
included in the plot graph to reflect a more human-like reaction to plot points and
events as players discover them. This includes generic behaviour, such as trying to
find a locked item when finding a key or vice-versa, as well as behaviour necessary
to complete this specific game, like giving alcohol to the bum in the park to get
information. As per the definitions in section 2.1.3, ellipses in figure 3.2 represent
goals, a solid arrow from A to B indicates that goal A has B as a sub-goal. A dotted
arrow from A to B indicated that A needs to be reached before starting the execution
towards reaching B. The word ‘AND’ between one or more connections indicates that
the main goal depends on the success reaching all the sub-goals, while the word ’OR’
indicates that only one of the sub-goals needs to be achieved for the main goal to
succeed.
3.2 Generic goals and IN-specific goals
Although our approach is illustrated with an extract of Anchorhead, our aim is for it
to be applied in other INs. The fact that many of the goals in figure 3.2 are common
among most INs allows us to define a baseline to model players’ behaviour that can
be refined in each specific narrative. Mechanics such as exploring rooms, finding and











































Figure 3.3: Goal diagram for Anchorhead split into generic and IN-specific goals.
taking objects to use them later on in the game, and interacting with characters to
learn information or complete missions are typical in this genre.
With this in mind, we can define a BDI player model to simulate players’ be-
haviour for most INs. Although this player model will not suffice to complete the
game in question, it will serve as a basis to model players behaviour of that specific
IN. Generally, the goals triggered at the beginning of an IN are “generic”, such as
exploring the current room or interacting with a character for the first time. As the
player approaches the end of the game, “IN-specific” goals are triggered that depend
on the former (e.g., defeat a NPC who escaped after discovering that he is the en-
emy, triggering the sub-goal of finding the NPC, which depends on goals related to
navigation, interaction, etc). Figure 3.3 illustrates the use of IN-specific goals as an
extension of the generic goals in Anchorhead. Some of the links between IN-specific
and generic IN goals are omitted to avoid clutter in the diagram.
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3.3 Creating uninformed BDI player models for
other INs
A step-by-step methodology to create an uninformed BDI player model for any IN
using the generic IN goals as a base is provided below. Text in brackets indicates the
stage of the Prometheus methodology each stage aligns with.
Stage I: Identification of requirements (System specification)
(I.1) Identify basic actions to interact with the game that are not included in
the generic IN goals from figure 3.3.
Example: Games with a health system have actions to recover health
points, such as ‘eat’ or ‘drink’. These actions need to be added to the
model to reach goals such as ‘recover’.
(I.2) Identify the plot points that require a special set of actions and information
specific to this IN.
Example: A box cannot be opened with a key and requires the player to
ask an NPC for help.
(I.3) Identify how a player would set goals from such plot points with incomplete
information.
Example: If the player realises the box cannot be opened with keys and
sees an axe in the room, a goal openBoxWithAxe might be defined as a
sub-goal of openBox. The player does not know there is a locksmith in a
different room. If the player has already visited the locksmith, they will
most likely go to him, therefore, an alternative goal takeBoxToLocksmith
is also needed.
(I.4) Expand the generic IN goal diagram with the actions and goals identified
(IN-specific goals in figure 3.3).
Stage II: Coverage verification (System specification)
(II.1) Verify that all the plot points in the plot graph can be reached with the
behaviour defined in the goal diagram. If there are plot points not reached,
define goals to reach them as specified in step (I.3).
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(II.2) Identify the information perceived from the environment that needs to be
stored as beliefs and how it influences the agent’s goals.
Example: If a player sees a closed door in the current location, they may at-
tempt to open it. Hence, a goal openDoor should be part of those identified
in step (I.3). This means that 1) whether the door is visible (or more gen-
erally, a list of the objects currently visible) and 2) the door’s status (e.g.,
open or closed) should be stored as beliefs. In this case, a belief set that
includes the values visibleObjects = {door, ...} and door.status = ‘closed′
would trigger the goal openDoor.
Stage III: Implementation (Detailed design)
(III.1) Implement plans for each goal and sub-goal. This involves detailing each
plan’s belief dependencies, the beliefs it modifies, and the process it follows.
Since implementation depends on the BDI programming language being
used [63], we recommend to first generate an agent overview diagram and
plan descriptions, introduced in section 2.1.3.
3.4 Implementation
Following the methodology in section 3.3, we implemented an uninformed BDI agent
for Anchorhead from the goal diagram in figure 3.2 and the overview diagram in
figure 3.4. We used code available from previous research by Ontanon [81] with the
author’s permission. This code is a Java implementation of the extract of Anchorhead
described in section 2.7 using the constraints in figure 2.9.
We used Jadex 3.0 in our our BDI player model implementation. Jadex is an open
source Java engine to program intelligent agents under the BDI paradigm [17, 2].The
model interacts with the Anchorhead engine via XML messages. For this, we aug-
mented the original code by Ontanon with a socket interface that re-directs the infor-
mation originally shown on the 2D user interface to the socket client. The following is
an example of an XML message sent from the Anchorhead engine to the BDI model
after going to the backyard and running the command “examine”:
<?xml ve r s i on = ‘ ‘1 .0 ’ ’ encoding = ‘ ‘UTF−8’ ’?>
<room> backyard
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Figure 3.4: Overview diagram of the BDI player model for Anchorhead.
<ob j ec t s>
<object>crypt</object>
</ob j ec t s>
<places>
<place>s t r e e t </place>
<place>ha l l </place>
</p laces>
</room>
The XML message above indicates that the character is currently located in the
backyard, where a crypt is visible and the character can move to either the street or
the hall of the mansion.
The work in this chapter does not cover the task of imitating the way in which each
player decides to achieve a goal. Therefore, there is a degree of non-determinism that
arises from the behaviour defined in our BDI player model implementation. Although
the behaviour modelled in figures 3.2 and 3.4 describes a semi-defined strategy, some
of its sub-goals can be achieved in more than one way. For example, going to a
room whose location is known can be achieved either by taking the shortest path or
by exploring new rooms located between the current location and the destination.
At the same time, exploring these new rooms can trigger new goals that may lead
to a different course of action, interrupting the current plan. There is a possibility
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that this situation continues indefinitely, preventing a BDI agent from completing the
game due to new goals taking over the one being currently attempted.
To find a functional trade-off between the BDI agent’s commitment to plans being
currently executed and the degree to which it explores the environment, we observed
game traces of real players. The process to obtain such traces is described later in
section 3.5. The first observation was regarding how players prioritise their goals.
After setting the BDI agent’s goal priorities based on the player trace analysis, we
compared the traces generated by BDI agents with those generated by players to find
more factors that could help differentiate between simulated and real behaviours.
Below we describe each factor identified and how the factor is implemented in our
BDI player model.
3.4.1 Goal priorities
One factor of human behaviour that the BDI framework implements is multitasking.
As in real life, humans can multitask in games. Consequently, they follow a deliber-
ation process whenever one of the actions available conflicts with one or more plans
being executed. As per our discussion earlier in this chapter’s introduction, IN players
are expected to perform more exploratory actions at the beginning of the game. As
they discover constraints and objects, they are expected to commit to certain goals.
We implemented this behaviour in the player model in such a way that exploratory
goals have a lower priority than goals triggered to solve quests. In this way, the BDI
agent will explore at the start of the game to find elements in the environment that
trigger other goals. As goals with higher priority are triggered, plans to achieve them
will be added to the execution list. Whenever two or more actions available represent
a conflict between exploring and reaching a different goal, the goal to explore will be
cancelled.
For example, if the BDI agent finds a locked door, the goal to open that door
will be triggered. The plan to achieve this goal indicates to wait for the key to be
visible and then take it. While the key is not visible, the agent will continue exploring
by navigating the rooms, examining objects, etc. However, if at some point the key
needed is found in the agent’s current location and the plan to explore indicates to
leave the current room, the goal to explore will be dropped and the agent will execute
the action to take the key.
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3.4.2 Navigation
Moving between locations of the game is a sub-goal for both exploratory and quest-
related goals. The generic behaviour implemented in the BDI agent consists in giving
priority to locations that have not been visited. Whenever all of the locations share
the same status (visited or not-visited), the location is selected randomly.
This means that early in the game, locations will be explored at random, as all of
the available locations are unknown. As the game progresses, unknown locations will
be chosen, and towards the end of the game, places to go will be chosen at random
again, because all of them are expected to be known. While randomly selecting the
place to go seems counter-intuitive when all of the locations are known, we decided
that this was the approach that best represented a generic behaviour. As we will
discuss on chapter 5, the strategy under these circumstances varies among different
players.
The plan “go to” implemented consists of moving to one of the locations available
until the current location and the destination are the same. The place to go is selected
randomly.
3.4.3 Action selection when the agent is idle
Goals are triggered usually after processing incoming messages from the game engine.
If the agent has not received a message from the game engine after a set amount of
time (in this case, 300 ms), and there are no goals in execution, the goal “explore”
will be triggered. This goal can be achieved in two ways:
1. If there are objects visible in the current location that have not been examined,
one of them is selected and examined. Depending on the object characteristics,
this may trigger other goals, such as take, open or unlock the object. As with
our approach to implement navigation, if more than one object is unknown by
the agent, one is selected randomly.
2. If all of the objects have been examined or there are no objects in the room,
the agent moves to one of the locations available nearby.
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3.4.4 Decisions about objects
The agent’s behaviour regarding objects found in the environment was implemented
as follows:
1. The agent will pick up any key found in the environment. In the case of different
objects, they will be examined.
2. Otherwise, if the object can be unlocked, an “unlock” goal will be triggered.
This can be achieved through the following plans depending on the agent’s
current knowledge:
(a) If the object’s key is currently in the agent’s inventory, then the agent will
use it to unlock the object immediately.
(b) Otherwise, the goal will be paused until the agent has the key needed and
return to unlock the object.
3. Any object found inside a container after opening it will be taken.
4. Objects which are not keys nor found inside containers will be examined, but
not picked up, unless required by a goal (e.g. a character specifically requests
it).
3.5 Evaluation
Our approach to evaluate the ability of our method to produce human-like behaviour
in an IN consisted on assessing the similarity between the traces generated by the
BDI agent implemented and traces collected from real players. We collected player
traces using the original version of the Anchorhead game discussed in section 3.4. In
this version, players interacted with the game through a 2D interface that consists of
four panels:
• A graphics panel showing the layout of the current location, including the ob-
jects and characters available to interact with.
• A text box where players type the commands they want to issue.
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Figure 3.5: User interface of Anchorhead
• A text box that describes the state of the environment after each command
issued by the player.
• A list containing the objects currently in the player’s inventory.
Figure 3.5 shows a screen capture of the game after moving to the street. The
player is about to move to the library as indicated by the text in the command box,
and their inventory contains a library card. We modified the source code to print a
plot point summary at the end of each game trace file. This summary was composed
only by the plot points in the order in which the player discovered them. Figure 3.6
shows an example of a plot point summary.
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Figure 3.6: An example of a plot point summary
To maintain our recruits’ anonymity, we added a log in interface to the original
source code of the game. This allowed us to identify traces that belong to the same
player in case they played the game more than once. Before each game, a screen was
shown asking to create a password for an automatically generated user ID. Players
were asked to record their ID and password to log in in the future. Alternatively,
players with existing accounts could click the corresponding option to input their ID
and password.
3.5.1 Experimental setup
There were no specific requirements for people to participate other than being over 18
years of age. Since our aim was to observe and compare behaviour of human players
in general, the target group of the experiment was anyone regardless of their gaming
experience.
The group demographics are unknown, as the executable of the game was made
available online for participants to download. Their game traces, including their
user ID, were collected when the program was closed. Appendix A.3 includes the
information provided to participants before they agreed to participate. Their consent
to participate and analyse their anonymous game trace was implied by downloading
the game.
We collected traces from 22 participants, nine of which completed the game. One
participant played the game twice, reaching one end in each play-through. Seven
incomplete traces were discarded, as they did not contain more than three commands
issued and their plot point summary was empty. The six incomplete traces remaining
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contained at least 10 commands and their plot point summaries contained at least 10
elements.
Considering the non-deterministic behaviour of our BDI player model explained
in section 3.4, we generated 20 traces with uninformed BDI agents with the aim to
cover a spectrum of behaviours that reach both ends of the IN and explore a variety
of plot points in each trace. We also used examples of optimal traces towards each
of the ends in our version of Anchorhead to evaluate how they differ from traces
generated by players and BDI agents. Earlier in this chapter, we defined an optimal
trace as a path that contains the fewest steps necessary to finish a game. Specifically
in this evaluation context, an optimal trace consists of a plot point summary with
the minimum number of elements that lead to one of the ends of the IN.
Since both optimal and agent-generated traces reach one end of the IN, we used
only the 10 traces of players who managed to complete a game. The six incomplete
player traces were only used as reference for the agent implementation described in
section 3.4.
3.5.2 Jaccard index as a metric for trace similarity
We report the similarity between two traces as the Jaccard index of their plot point
summary. The Jaccard index between two sets is defined as the cardinality of their
intersection divided by the cardinality of their union [44]. This metric has been used
in work related to interactive storytelling [12]. Our decision to use the Jaccard index
was based on the following considerations:
1. Given the nature of INs, traces can contain a variable number of plot points
between 0 and the total number of plot points in the IN, depending on the
actions taken in each game. As a result, it cannot be assumed that two traces
will have the same length, which hinders the task of comparing them.
2. Even if two traces share the same length, the sequence of their elements is not
likely to be similar.
3. The constraints to ensure an appropriate unfolding of the narrative were defined
by the author during the game design. These constraints are implicit in the
resulting plot point summary of a game trace.
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4. The overall narrative experience of players who discovered the same plot-points
in a different sequence, can be considered similar.
3.6 Results
We now present the results and our analysis after evaluating our approach to simulate
generic human behaviour in INs.
Firstly, we analyse how the traces generated by uninformed BDI agents resemble
the behaviour of humans in an IN. We present the two optimal traces used for ref-
erence in our version of Anchorhead as Optimal Trace 1 (OT1) and Optimal Trace
2 (OT2). Then we present an example of a trace collected from real players as Real
Player Trace 1 (RPT1). Lastly, we present an example of a trace produced by an
uninformed BDI agent as Uninformed Agent Trace 1 (UAT1).
Optimal Trace 1 (OT1):
[get-safe-combo, open-safe, find-magic-shop, open-puzzle-box, see-evil-god]
Optimal Trace 2 (OT2):
[get-crypt-key, read-bedroom-pages, find-williams-coffin, see-skull, get-skull, buy-flask,
find-magic-shop, buy-amulet, start-talking-to-bum, give-bum-flask, show-bum-skull, give-
bum-amulet, reject-amulet-from-player, discover-book-in-sewer]
Real Player Trace 1 (RPT1):
[examine-album, get-card, get-crypt-key, get-silver-locket, read-bedroom-pages, read-
basement-clippings, find-williams-coffin, see-skull, get-skull, find-magic-shop, get-library-
book, get-amulet, buy-magic-ball, get-safe-combo, open-safe, open-puzzle-box, see-evil-
god]
Uninformed Agent Trace 1 (UAT1):
[find-magic-shop, start-talking-to-bum, get-crypt-key, read-basement-clippings, read-
bedroom-pages, get-card, get-safe-combo, open-safe, examine-album, get-flask, give-
bum-flask, ask-bum-about-william, show-bum-skull, ask-bum-about-crypt, open-puzzle-
box, see-evil-god]
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Trace Average End1 End2
type p-p count frequency frequency
Users 16.6 50% 50%
Agent 14.9 90% 10%
Table 3.1: Average plot-point count and end frequencies of users vs. agent
End Optimal User Agent
trace average average
End1 5 10.2 14.3
End2 14 23 20
Table 3.2: Comparison of plot-point counts for each end
If we compare OT1 with RPT1 and UAT1, we can observe that even though they
all reach the same end, the human trace and the BDI trace are considerably longer
than the optimal trace. It can also be observed that even though they reached the
evil god end, the human and BDI traces include plot points related to the sub-plot
leading to the book in the sewer end.
Table 3.1 shows the average number of plot points reached by users and BDI
agents. This metric was calculated considering all of the traces regardless of the end
they reached. The BDI agents tend to reach the first ending 90 percent of the time,
while the human participants reached both endings equally. End1 refers to the plot
points to reach the end in OT1, while End2 refers to the plot points leading to the
end in OT2.
Table 3.2 indicates that the number of plot points necessary to reach End1 through
an optimal trace is almost a third of the number of plot points required to reach End2.
This could explain why the BDI agent’s average plot point count is lower than the
human players, considering that the BDI agents reached End1 most of the time.
The difference in plot points between optimal traces is a result of the need for more
interactions with the environment following a specific sequence to reach End2 (e.g.,
giving the bottle to the bum before speaking to him at all will not make him give any
information, but doing so after greeting him will).
UAT1 shows how a BDI agent can reach End1 while executing a plan to find
the amulet requested by the bum; after reaching the plot point ask-bum-about-crypt,
the bum requests the amulet before giving more information, which triggers the goal
GetAmuletForBum from figure 3.2. Since the agent was also working towards the
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goal to open the puzzle box, the agent asked for help from the owner at the magic
shop before buying the amulet, resulting in the box being opened. Then a new
goal was triggered to use the lens inside it. This is an incidence observed across
different UATs, and as will be discussed in chapters 4 and 5, human players exhibit
a similar behaviour. Furthermore, given the behavioural design of the uninformed
BDI player model in section 3.4, it is not surprising that an uninformed agent will
have difficulties picking up an object and coming back to its original location with
the navigation approach implemented.
Since we observed that the minimum plot point count needed to achieve each end
is considerably different, we report the average plot point count in RPTs and UATs
separately for each end in table 3.2. This table shows that these averages are more
similar to each other than they are to their corresponding optimal trace count. This
count similarity seems to indicate that the behaviour produced by our BDI player
model resembles human behaviour better than optimal traces.
A more formal way to evaluate our approach is by observing whether the BDI
agents reach the same plot points as humans do. In this part of the evaluation,
we used the Jaccard index as a metric of similarity, as explained in section 3.5.2.
Figure 3.7 shows the similarity of the UATs average for the same end as each player
reached, and their respective optimal trace. Both similarities are calculated with
respect to each player trace. Player traces 1 to 5 reached the End1, while player
traces 6 to 10 reached End2.
Two player traces reached End1 through an optimal trace, being the only instances
where the similarity of the optimal trace is higher than the average similarity of the
traces produced by the BDI agents. Our first thought was that one of them belonged
to the participant who played the game twice. Interestingly, this is not the case; that
player generated traces labeled as 1 and 6 in figure 3.7.
Our hypothesis is that the players who generated the optimal traces were familiar
with the story of Anchorhead before they played the version in this experiment.
Another possibility is that, since the game could be downloaded and played from
any computer, participants shared information after their game with others that
had not played yet. Since no personal information was recorded, we were unable to
confirm this hypotheses with players during this experiment. The effect of players
possessing previous knowledge of the game is investigated in chapter 4, and evaluated
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Figure 3.7: Similarity between optimal traces and agent traces compared to real
player traces
BDI agents do not have a similarity beyond 80 percent with traces generated by
players, they mostly reach similarities over 50 percent and higher than the similarity
of the player traces with the optimal trace, with the exception of the two optimal
player traces.
In figure 3.8, we present a third representation of the agent’s ability to produce
generic human-like behaviour. The figure shows the similarity distributions among
traces generated by players (on the left side) and the agent (on the right side). Each
trace in a group was compared to all the other traces, e.g., each trace in the players
group was compared to the other 9 player traces, and each trace in the agent group
was compared to the other 19. The x axis reports the Jaccard index of this compar-
ison binned into 0.1 intervals, and the y axis reports the percentage of traces whose
similarity with another trace in the group is within the range of x. Since the number
of traces in each group is different, the frequencies are reported as percentages of the
total number of traces in each group rather than their count in order to make both
visualisations easier to compare.
This comparison shows that despite the agent’s ability to produce more similar
behaviour to that of players on an individual basis in comparison to optimal traces,
players’ behaviour is still more diverse overall. As figure 3.8 shows, the distribution
of player traces is more spread across different ranges, with a lower number of traces



























Figure 3.8: Frequency distributions of similarity among player and agent traces
in each bin. While there are traces with similarities higher than 75 percent, their
frequency is much lower compared to that in the agent-generated trace group. The
distribution of the agent trace group shows that the behaviour is quite similar among
different traces generated. The minimum trace similarity is over 50 percent, while the
minimum player trace similarity is less than 10 percent. We believe that the positive
skewness of the agent trace distribution is partially due to the fact that the agent
tends to reach End1 more often than End2, which can be a result of subjectivity
introduced in the BDI model and the plan implementation.
Our final observation is that many players in this experiment did not reach an
end of the game despite reaching a considerable amount of plot points. We have the
hypothesis that, although some instructions were provided, the text-based interface
was difficult to learn for participants who did not possess any experience with inter-
active fiction. The text interface made some stages in the game hard to achieve, since
some words had to be written in a very specific order for the commands to work.
For instance, the command “see through telescope” was not considered valid even if
the player already had the lens needed to make the telescope work. The command
had to include a reference to the lens, for example “put lens on telescope”. Two of
the participants did actually comment on the difficulty they found to complete the
game because of this situation. In addition, the lack of hints in the game may have
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caused them to give up in their attempt to open the puzzle box for instance, which
could not be opened with a key, but had to be given to the magic shop owner to
open it. In order to obtain more player traces that could be compared with agent
traces, we modified the game to be more interactive in the experiments described in
chapter 5. We also focused more on recruiting participants from interactive fictions
communities, without excluding other participants. More details of these changes are
provided in that chapter.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our first iteration of a BDI player model to sim-
ulate human behaviour in INs. We refer to this iteration as uninformed BDI player
model. After introducing the chapter by explaining the difference between modelling
agents for other environments and INs, we explained in section 3.1 how to use an
IN’s plot graph to create a goal diagram with the aim to simulate human behaviour
in such environment. In section 3.2, we categorised the goals in the model depend-
ing on whether they are applicable in other INs, or only in the IN being modelled.
In section 3.3, we introduced a step-by-step methodology to create an uninformed
BDI player model for any IN. In section 3.4, we described the implementation of our
methodology on Anchorhead, as well as our approach to implement four factors that
may help differentiate between simulated and real player behaviour: goal priorities,
navigation, action selection when the agent is idle, and decisions made about the ob-
jects found in the environment. We then evaluated our implementation in section 3.5.
The results obtained after simulating human behaviour with our approach show
promise compared to optimal traces. While it may be argued that random behaviour
would also reach more plot points than optimal traces, and hence also produce higher
trace similarities, we argue that random behaviour is unlikely to produce complete
traces under the constraints specified in the plot graph in figure 2.9, and in INs in
general. Reaching one of the ends of the IN requires not only discovering information
(which can be achieved to some extent by randomly executing actions as a form of ex-
ploration), but also acting based on the information discovered. Since our evaluation
method only considers complete traces, we doubt that the BDI-generated behaviour
could be easily compared to randomised behaviour.
Chapter 4
A player profile to define
player-specific behaviour in INs
In this chapter we explain our approach to generate more player-specific behaviour
with the BDI model described in chapter 3. Revisiting the aim of this thesis, which
is generating a player model for INs that properly represents the player’s interaction
with the game and makes an accurate use of the information it stores, the natural
step to follow is to ask what is the best way to augment our BDI approach, with the
hypothesis that knowing more information about the player will make more informed
decisions when trying to emulate their behaviour.
We propose to augment the uninformed BDI model with a player profile with four
elements to cross-reference the factors of human behaviour considered in the BDI
framework with the resulting behaviour of a player in an IN. While the idea of using
player profiles in player models is not novel, the approach we present captures factors
of players’ personalities that, to the extent of our knowledge, have not been proposed
in existing work. Many player profiles contain features external to cognitive processes,
such as cultural backgrounds, age, or gender. While these factors do indeed drive
decisions in other domains, including other game genres, we believe that generally
speaking, in the domain of INs, players’ behaviour is driven by features more directly
related to games and the mechanics present in INs.
4.1 Starting points
From the evaluation in chapter 3, we know that the differences among different simu-
lations, and differences between simulations vs. player lie in the following features of
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the BDI implementation: goal priorities, navigation, action selection when the agent
is idle, and decisions made regarding the objects found. In order to improve the
accuracy of our model, we somehow need to know what ‘type’ of player we are trying
to simulate. At the same time, locating players in a single category (e.g., Robin Laws
playstyles: Power Gamer, Tactitian, Method Actor, Casual Gamer, Butt-Kicker, Spe-
cialist or Storyteller) seems restrictive, since a player could be located in two categories
at the same time, as previous work has reported [117].
Another point to take into account is that the categories of players need to be
useful in the BDI paradigm. For example, modelling the five factors of personal-
ity: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism [67] is
probably of little help when the agent works in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions
in a specific narrative and not the real world [124]. We know that the goals (desires)
in a BDI agent can vary depending on players’ preferences, and that a given top-goal
could also be achieved with different plans and sub-goals depending on players’ fea-
tures. To model this, the plans in the BDI agent can be diversified with the use of
context conditions, a feature easy to implement in BDI programming libraries such
as Jadex, used in this work.
In a BDI implementation, plans do not always need to run to completion; the
framework provides ways to drop goals and plans when certain beliefs change or new
beliefs are added as a way to simulate humans changes of minds, or commitment.
Lastly, we know that the BDI model for intelligent agents also aims to resemble the
way humans multi task and prioritise their goals. This allows for agents to work on
goals of lesser priority while, for instance, waiting for results of a higher priority goal.
Our aim in this chapter is to bridge the observations from chapter 3 with the
features of the BDI framework discussed in the previous paragraph. As mentioned
earlier, we did not find player profiles in the literature that could be used in a BDI ap-
proach applied to INs. However, we found the observations by Sharma et al. useful to
start building a player profile that could drive player behaviour in this domain [109].
In their work, Sharma et al. mention that experience with similar games plays a
significant role in how players interact with the world, including strategies that de-
rive from knowledge that the recruits have only acquired by playing games in the
past. Although the discussion focus in [109] is on what different types of players
expect and/or prefer from a drama manager rather than what defines the player be-
haviour, we found that gaming experience can indeed be useful to define part of the
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behaviour of our BDI agent regarding the way they interact with objects and the goal
prioritisation.
Sharma et al. also mention that players behaviour was different after they played
for the first time. Once they knew the ways to interact with the world, they could
focus more on the story itself. This is useful for a BDI model as well, in that the
model should be able to identify the typical actions involved in becoming familiar
with the controls, and the actions or behaviour of someone who already has this
knowledge. From previous experience, we know that some players only complete the
quests that are necessary to progress through the story, while others aim to visit every
place, check every item and complete every quest. Finally, we know that players may
change their mind when a quest is too hard, or when they become interested in a
quest that they just discovered.
4.2 Player profile
After the analysis in section 4.1, we propose a player profile with four features to
simulate the behaviour of players in INs. We believe that this approach allows us
to define a player in a better way than placing them in a single category. With the
proposed player profile, we can express that a player can be placed in more than one
category at the same time, without excluding all of the characteristics of one type
by placing the player in the other type. For example, on one hand we can say that
an explorer exclusive category defines players that spend most of the time checking
the elements that they don’t know from the environment. This means that they
may progress through missions or quests more slowly than players who are not in
this category. On the other hand, if we define a category “persistent” as players
who aim to finish the missions that they have discovered or committed to, even after
failing a few times, this means that they will focus on specific sub-goals to get those
missions done, excluding activities that an explorer would do. There are, however,
many players who combine these activities in an attempt to reduce the need to go
back to rooms that have already been visited. This is a case observed by Sharma
et al., especially for experienced gamers [109].
By quantifying each of the features in the player profile, we can modularise be-
haviours in the BDI model and re-use them depending on ‘how much of that feature’
each player has. This saves time for modellers, as they do not have to specifically
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model repeated features in different categories, and allows to cover a much larger
range of player preferences. The player profile we propose is a vector with four di-
mensions in R4, where each dimension is one of the features described below:
• Familiarity with the game: Within this genre of games, when a player is
already familiar with the storyline, we would not expect them to perform ex-
actly the same actions when re-playing; the knowledge acquired in the previous
playthroughs should affect their decisions and result in a substantially differ-
ent trace. This factor could help us in the process of selecting the next action
whenever the agent is idle, as we can presume that if there exists a trace file
for the player whose behaviour is being simulated, the current game’s trace will
contain different actions because the player may be trying to discover different
plot-points, and potentially a different ending. Note that although familiarity
overlaps to some extent with gaming experience in general, familiarity involves
knowledge specific of a game, especially its story.
• Gaming experience: As previous research suggests, experienced gamers tend
to identify important objects or information and use strategies more often than
novices, because of their previous experience [109]. We differentiate between
gaming experience and familiarity in that gaming experience refers to game
mechanics and controls in general, while familiarity has more to do with the
context of the story and the interaction with a specific game. By considering
gaming experience in our model, we can define in a better way the decision
making about the objects in the game world. For instance, the agent should
take an object whose purpose is yet unknown because past experience indicates
that all objects are there for a reason.
• Preference to Explore: This is an important element to better define the
way the agent navigates the IN world. If we want to mimic the behaviour of
someone with a high preference to explore, a navigation algorithm that exhausts
the possible places to go during a game would be the right choice. However, if
the player prefers not to explore and go straight to solve quests, then we should
use a more direct navigation method between two places in order to accurately
reproduce that behaviour.
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• Persistence: Some players give up on their intentions earlier than others.
This can be because a new goal seems more interesting to them, they spent
more time than they expected on the quest, or a new event made them curious
and they prefer to continue exploring to learn more about that event. This
factor helps us have a better prioritisation of an agent’s goals. For instance, if
the current player’s persistence is low, then the agent could give more priority
to exploring rather than solving puzzles, or work on the goals acquired recently
and drop the ones discovered earlier in the game.
Since only the experience and familiarity factors have been observed from empirical
evidence in previous research, we aim to identify evidence of these and the other
factors in the player profile, by analysing existing traces in section 4.3. We then
validate on new evidence, proposing an approach to measure the profile factors, and
using a qualitative approach to confirm whether the behaviour we hypothesised for
each factor matches actual players strategies in section 4.4. This analysis validated
the player profile on Anchorhead because that is the testbed of our study and because
the traces from the study in chapter 3 are a good starting point to analyse player
behaviour in terms of our player profile. However, since the profile does not refer to
content specific of Anchorhead, our approach can be used in other INs as well.
4.3 Observing traces to classify behaviour
We started by trying to identify indicators of the factors described in section 4.2 in the
game traces generated by the recruits of our experiment in chapter 3. Once again, we
started with the observations by Sharma et al. in [109], regarding gaming experience
to identify its indicators in our traces. These indicators are that experienced players
tend to finish the game earlier than beginners, they examine their current location
before moving to a new one by exhausting the possible actions they are allowed to
take, and they collect objects that they believe they will need in the future. In
contrast, players who are not experienced do not follow any specific strategy and
struggle to progress in the story. Sharma et al. use the time it took each player
as a measure to compare experience between players. We decided not to use time
as an indicator because the conditions of their experiment were different than ours.
In their experiment, players were present in the lab, meaning they were exclusively
playing the game during the experiment. They were also being observed by one of
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the researchers, who took notes of specific behaviour for their consideration. In our
case, however, the game was available for players to download and play in their own
machine. This meant that they may not have been focused in completing the game.
The code for our game did not identify periods of inactivity, which made it difficult
for us to possess an accurate measure of the actual time spent by recruits playing.
To observe if a player type can be inferred from traces, we aimed to create ra-
tios of different types of actions. We considered the fact that at the beginning of
the game, players usually spend some time exploring, except players that are already
familiar with it that know the starting point and have tried a set of actions regard-
less of whether they reached one end or not. This is not an exclusive situation for
Anchorhead, but for most, if not all INs. This is also valid for experienced gamers,
as they may be familiar with game mechanics in general, but the story development
requires a degree of interaction. We took the middle of each game trace as a reference
to compare actions issued early in the game with those issued later on, when it is
expected for players to have acquired enough information to commit to a number of
goals. The reason we took the middle of each individual trace is that the length of
traces varies among different players.
Before describing our approach to analyse player traces, we want to emphasise
that the measurements performed were only as a first, exploratory analysis towards
the quantification of the player profile. Since the data used was not collected with the
purpose of obtaining a player profile, but for the evaluation of the uninformed BDI
model, there are several issues that prevented us from validating these measures, such
as lack of control, insufficient traces belonging to the same player, and the number
of complete traces available. We now describe how elements of player traces were
analysed.
Familiarity with the game
• Whether there is more than one trace generated by the same player. This is
an obvious way to know what the player in question has prior information.
Although it may not be as useful in cases where the player has become familiar
outside of our environment, we find it useful for this stage of the research project.
• npp
nc
: The number of plot points discovered in the game (npp) vs. the number
of total commands introduced (nc). We expect to find a higher value for this
ratio in traces whose players have not played this game before.




: The number of valid commands introduced (vc) vs. the number of total
commands introduced by the player (nc). For experienced players, we expect
this ratio to be higher than non-experienced ones. Although this value may be
lower for experienced but unfamiliar players compared to players familiar with
the game, regardless of their gaming experience. Unfamiliar players are likely
to issue invalid commands at the beginning, but previous experience with other
games should give them an idea of what will work and what will not.
• ninc/2
ninc
: The number of items collected in the first half of the game (ninc/2) vs.
the number of items collected through the whole game(ninc). This ratio is
expected to be higher for experienced players, because they have learned from
other games that some (not necessarily all) objects are part of missions that
they have not discovered yet. Inexperienced players in contrast are more likely
to not realise the relevance of objects until they find what they are needed for,
e.g., a key in the current room is necessary to open a door in the room next
door.
• count(′examine′,nc/2)
count(′examine′,nc) : The number of examine commands in the first half of the
game vs. the total number of examine commands. This ratio is expected to be
higher for experienced players because they know that quests are often triggered
when interacting with objects or characters. Not taking into account preference
to explore, experienced players are expected to execute fewer exploratory ac-
tions towards the end of the game because 1)They have exhausted, or almost
exhausted the elements to explore, and 2)They are focusing on completing the
quests they have discovered. In the case of our Anchorhead version, quests are
not shown in the game as part of the interface. For instance, a player cannot see
a list of ‘active quests’ as in other games with or without INs like The Witcher.
In our case study, we use quest to refer to the goals that the player has com-





: The total number of examine commands vs. the total number
of commands. Although experienced players tend to examine the world early in
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the game, they may not necessarily do it because they want to know every detail
of the story, but because they need to in order to move on in the story. In con-
trast, we expect to see that players that enjoy exploring will continue examining
things throughout the whole game. Although they may exhaust possibilities to
explore just as experienced players, explorers tend to come back to see if the
status of things changed after performing different actions somewhere else in
the game. For this reason, we expect to see a higher ratio for those players who
prefer to explore than those who don’t.
• npp
nc
: The number of plot points discovered vs. the total number of actions.
Explorers are expected to discover a high number of plot points, although these
are not related to the missions they discovered first. Whether this is a result of
their attempt to examine all the objects and find all the possibilities to interact
with characters in the game, or because they are also interested in knowing
how many possibilities the story has to offer. We also have the hypothesis
that explorers are more likely to play the game more than once because by
the time they finish one game, the plot points that they discover will have
information that is irrelevant to the sub-plot they completed. As explorers,
they will probably be curious to know what happens in the other sub-plots.
• count(c|c∈interactions,nc)
nc
: The number of interactions with characters vs. the total
number of actions. As in most games with and without INs, not all the NPCs
provide information that is essential to the reach the end(s). As with the exam-
ine command, explorers are likely to interact with all the characters they find
in every possible way and potentially repeat these actions whenever they are in
the same location again. In our game, this includes talking, buying from them,
or giving them objects.
Persistence
• count(c|c∈questgoals,nc)
count(pp|pp∈questpps) : The number of commands related to information the player
has discovered throughout the game vs. the total number of plot points discov-
ered related to quests. We expect this ratio to be larger for persistent players
because they are likely to commit to the goals they have discovered earlier in the
game. For example, asking characters about Anna after finding the locket with
her name. Note that as a result of persistent players trying to find elements to
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reach their goals, they may discover information not relevant to their current
goals. This may lead to an increased number of goals in persistent players, po-
tentially resulting in a similar number of plot points discovered by an explorer.
To be able to differentiate whether the actions we observe in a trace are due to
curiosity or persistence, we take into account whether the actions performed by
the player are related to information they have discovered earlier in the game.
Note that some of the ratios are shared by two or more factors of the player
profile. This is not surprising if we consider that there is also an overlap in player
behaviour as defined in approaches that place players in a single category. To replicate
this part of the study (i.e., try to infer this player profile from traces of a different
IN), it is necessary to map the actions available in the IN to the categories used to
calculate the ratio, such as the examine action, which may be logged as a different
command in other INs. Analysing the progression of the IN is also necessary to form
the ‘interactions‘, ‘questgoals’ and ‘questpps’ sets from the IN’s context.
Analysing traces using the ratios above allowed us to gather information about
how players behaved during the study in chapter 3. We observed that some of the
incomplete traces contained almost three times as many actions than traces that
reached an end of the game. Many of the actions in the incomplete traces were
invalid or repeated. We were able to hypothesise the player profile from these traces
by comparing the ratios between traces. However, this analysis only led to hypotheses
such as “Player A is more experienced than Player B”. Due to the high variation in
trace lengths, and especially, the fact that most of the traces analysed did not reach
an end of the IN, we were not able to devise a normalised measure for each factor in
the player profile. Furthermore, since players were anonymised, it was not possible
to contact them to confirm whether the inferred player profile was accurate. Despite
these issues, this analysis helped us establish a more formal workflow to measure and
evaluate the player profile, which we describe in the next section.
4.4 Capturing the player profile
Since the approach described to classify behaviour from existing traces did not yield
a normalised, reliable way to corroborate our classification of players, we designed a
new experiment, now knowing the elements we needed to allow us to compare our
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hypotheses with our observations. The new experiment consisted of three phases of
data collection:
1. Obtain a normalisable score for each factor of the player profile.
2. Collect traces knowing the player profile of each of the recruits.
3. Obtain qualitative evidence of player behaviour to complement our quantitative
measurements.
The details of each process, especially for points 1) and 3) are discussed in sec-
tions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 respectively. The aim of point 2) was to evaluate the similarity
between the traces collected and traces generated by a BDI player model that uses
the measured player profile. We provide the details of this evaluation on our testbed
in chapter 5.
4.4.1 Calculating the player profile
To the best of our knowledge, no completely reliable way to measure a user’s per-
sonality has been identified by the research community. Different approaches exist
depending on their application, such as data mining or surveys. In the case of games,
especially on applications related to INs, the most common way is to obtain informa-
tion from players through surveys before, during and/or after the game.
Questionnaire
We designed a questionnaire that allowed us to measure each of the factors of the
player profile in a way that could be normalised between 0 and 1. We used a set of
statements for players to indicate their level of agreement from a five-level Likert-like
scale, where 1 indicates strong disagreement and 5 indicates strong agreement [118].
Depending on the statement, the scale was labelled differently (e.g., Very rarely to
very often). In order to reduce bias in players’ self judgement, we introduced state-
ments with a negative score. These statements represent a behaviour contrary to
what we are looking for in each factor. We did not have such a statement for fa-
miliarity with the game because players would remember having played the game at
least once in the past. For the same reason, we did not ask more than one question
regarding this factor. For the other three factors, the questionnaire consists of two
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Table 4.1: Statements used to capture the player profile. (n) means that the factor
carries a negative score for the corresponding statement.
Factor Statement
Familiarity 1. My familiarity with the text-based game “Anchor-
head” is
Experience 2. My gaming experience is
Experience 3. I think about the consequences of my actions when
playing
Experience (n) 4. I complete one quest at a time
Preference to Explore 5. I explore all the places, elements and characters of
the virtual world
Preference to explore 6. I complete all quests, including those that aren’t
necessary to finish the game
Preference to explore (n) 7. I only do what is necessary to pass a level or com-
plete a quest
Persistence 8. If I fail a quest, I repeat it until I complete it
Persistence 9. I defer my other activities if I’m stuck on a task
or mission while playing
Persistence (n) 10. I give up on quests if I find more appealing ones
positive and one negative statements. The statements and the factor they measure
are shown in table 4.1. The questions were revised by researchers experienced with
surveys for game experiments. The nine players who were interviewed confirmed that
there was no confusion regarding the meaning of the questions.
Normalisation






x − n(1)x (4.1)
Where Sx is the score for factor x, where x ∈ {f, gE, pE, p}, abbreviating famil-





x are the scores of the two positive statements for x and n
(1)
X is the score
for the negative statement.
From the questionnaire described in section 4.4.1, a person with completely con-
sistent and extreme responses for a factor is expected to have the highest or lowest
score in that factor. For instance, a very experienced player should respond with
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a score of 5 (strongly agree) to statements 2 and 3 from table 4.1. Such a player
should respond with 1 (strongly disagree) to statement 4. Similarly, a player with
no gaming experience should respond with a score of 1 to statements 2 and 3, and 5
to statement 4. Following equation 4.1, the minimum and maximum values for each
score are indicated in equations 4.2 and 4.3. To normalise each factor score (Sx) to
a value between 0 and 1, we apply linear scaling as per equation 4.4 [3], resulting in
equation 4.5 by substituting minsx and maxsx .
maxSx = 5 + 5− 1 = 9 (4.2)










A more informative way to validate our profile is through a qualitative analysis using
semi-structured interviews. This would allow us to to have a deeper understanding
of players’ motivations and strategies. At the same time, speaking with recruits after
having played the game would help us identify possible factors of players’ behaviour
that we did not consider when designing the profile and can be relevant for a BDI
model. Sharma et al. followed a similar approach to obtain more empirical evidence
of players’ strategies and preferences. The following scenario helps us illustrate our
need for a more detailed explanation of a game trace. Consider the following plot
point summary:
[examine-album, get-card, get-safe-combo, open-safe, get-crypt-key, get-silver-locket,
read-basement-clippings, read-bedroom-pages, find-williams-coffin, see-skull, get-skull,
start-talking-to-bum, get-flask, give-bum-flask, ask-bum-about-photo, get-library-book,
no-more-flasks, find-magic-shop, buy-magic-ball, get-amulet, ask-bum-about-william,
open-puzzle-box, show-bum-skull, give-bum-amulet, discover-book-in-sewer]
This behaviour can be explained by several hypotheses:
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• A high preference to explore. The player revealed a large number of plot points
compared to the rest of the players in the experiment.
• High persistence. The player may have been looking for a specific item or place
in the game and they may have unintentionally discovered the resulting plot
points as a result.
• Low gaming experience. The player may have not been following any strategy
due to lack of experience and tried random actions until they eventually finished
the game.
The player profile proposed covers these possibilities. However, due to the overlap
of behaviour indicators among factors, as discussed in section 4.3, it is not trivial to
identify one single scenario to fully explain the plot point summary. We believe that
the most likely scenario is one where all these hypotheses are true to some extent, but
the problem is to identify the trade-off between them. Trying to generate a similar
trace based only on one of the hypotheses above might not give the expected results
if the motivation is not identified correctly. For that reason, besides evaluating the
player profile with a quantitative approach, we did a qualitative validation as well.
We used a semi-structured interview, which allows us to define more general questions
to focus the conversation on the player’s behaviour, while giving freedom for them to
express their ideas and opinions without confining them to specific options from the
questionnaire.
The script of the interview consists of the questions below. Depending on the
answers of each player, the interviewer would try to formulate more questions when-
ever an indicator of a behavioural pattern emerged in the conversation, to get a more
detailed explanation of such behaviour from the player’s point of view.
1. Quick introduction between PhD student and recruit.
2. What is the player ID the game generated for you?
3. What kinds of things were you expecting from the game, in terms of:
(a) Game play (Whether the game was about treasure-hunting, puzzles, chas-
ing, etc.)
(b) Objectives of the game (Points, win/lose, competition with others)
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4. Did you try to break the game? (e.g. Introduce invalid commands on purpose)
(a) What sort of holes did you find?
(b) Were you successful in breaking the game?
5. Tell me about your experience of playing the game.
(a) What worked/didnt work?
(b) What did you like/didnt like?
(c) How was it different to your expectation?
(d) Do you think the actions changed the direction of the story line?
(e) Would/Did you go back and play it differently to see different parts of the
story?
(f) Were you interested in the story to see what happened next/at the end?
6. After playing, would you describe yourself as :
(a) An experienced gamer
(b) Typical gamer (How do you see typical players)?
7. What do you do when you play a game for the first time? (In terms of strategy)
8. What do you do when you fail a mission or quest?
(a) If you cant advance through the game without that mission
(b) If the mission is optional
In this section, we only report the qualitative component of a study that used
the same data collected for two parallel evaluations: 1) the qualitative validation of
the player profile and 2) the performance of the informed BDI model, described in
chapter 5. The reason why we report these two components separately is that the
quantitative analysis relied on the implementation of the player profile measurements
into the BDI player model in order to produce simulated traces, and such implemen-
tation is described in chapter 5.
The data was collected as follows: players were invited via public posts in social
media and printed signs in RMIT University. People who decided to participate either
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clicked on a link to a website describing the project, or scanned a QR code from the
printed signs. The website contained the information sheet in appendix A.3, where
players were explained that they would be asked to fill a questionnaire regarding
their gaming preferences to then play the game online. No personal information was
collected, so their answers to the questionnaire would not be linked to them, unless
they agreed to participate in an optional interview after the game, in which case they
would be asked to sign the consent form at the end of the document and provide their
email address in the questionnaire to be contacted later. Nine participants out of 23
who participated in this study agreed to be interviewed. Three of them are female
and six are male and their age is between 20 and 35 years. The interviews were run
face to face and they were recorded to be later transcribed. By signing the consent
form mentioned earlier, players agreed to have their voice recorded. Each interview
lasted between 20 and 45 minutes.
Data saturation
In qualitative studies, it is often difficult to assess whether the sample is representative
of the population. Since the number of participants in interviews often low, experts
use the concept of data saturation, which indicates that all the possible observations of
the phenomena being studied are present in the group. This stage is usually reached
when the interviewer can identify the answer of the participant from the range of
answers given by previous participants. i.e., no new behaviours are identified [36].
The empirical evidence collected in the semi-structured interviews in our study seems
to have reached data saturation, as no new patterns of behaviours were identified
after the sixth interview. However, considering that only nine participants agreed to
be interviewed, the information presented in the following analysis should only be
taken as early findings rather than conclusive evidence.
Analysis
We have sorted the analysis of the interviews by factors of the player profile. We
first state our findings and include extracts of the transcripts collected as evidence to
support them.
Gaming experience. A common question that emerged during the interviews
was how participants thought players with different gaming experience would behave,
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or whether the participant being interviewed believed they had any advantage or dis-
advantage with players who were more or less experienced. We found that players
confirmed our hypothesis about modelling behaviour according to experience.
Player 1 said: “Possibly. I tried to do things that didnt work first, but my previ-
ous experience told me that if my status had changed, the result might be different if
I tried again. I guess that did come from previous experience.”
Player 3 said: “I think I was in disadvantage” When asked if she considered that
her lack of experience with games meant any disadvantage for her while playing this
one. She continued: “If they [more experienced players] play many games, I think the
core idea should be there, the way you analyse the puzzles should be different... More
frequent players may play differently, maybe better.”
Player 5 said: “Yes, if I had not heard it from someone, I would have never known
that there were two endings, I think someone who plays often would have realised with
the clues in the game, that the information was not complete, so they would have
played it again.”
Player 7 said: “Maybe, not too much of an advantage, because I still knew what
was going on, and I havent played anything for a long time, but probably people that
game every day would know better.”
We also found indicators in terms of what experienced players expect, which align
with the work we based this factor on [109]. The most recurrent indicator mentioned
by experienced players is that if they can interact with an object, it must be because
that object has a purpose. Experienced players reported to have attempted the game
more than once to find the purpose of all the objects they had found in the game.
Player 5, reported to be inexperienced, said: “In one way it is good because you
find elements that distract you from the real clues.”
Familiarity with the game. Three of the participants who were interviewed
had played the game in the study in chapter 3. This helps us evaluate how players use
the knowledge they acquired in previous playthroughs that happened a few months
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in the past. The time between the first and second study was over seven months.
Two of the players confirmed that having played the game before determined the way
they played this time.
Player 1 commented: “I did not remember what happened in each room or what
every object was for, but as I started playing, it slowly came back to me. I realised
when I was close to reaching the end that I reached back then and tried to do different
things.”
Player 4 said: “It affected the way I played because I already knew that I was
going to need some items, so I picked all of them whenever I saw any.”
Player 3 mentioned that although she played the same game but with a different
interface in the first study, she could not remember what it was about. Therefore,
she did not believe that her actions were affected by her previous knowledge. We
noticed that this recruit is not experienced with games, unlike player 1 and player
4. Another comment made by the player is: “I’m not really into games, and although
I like these where you need to solve a mystery... I just play and forget.”
We believe that this information may be an indicator of a factor to clarify when a
player’s gaming experience may affect the behaviour even when they are familiar with
the game. Even though this may not be applicable for immediate playthroughs, the
concept of a player forgetting what they played when they play occassionally aligns
with similar cases in other domains. For example, an avid movie watcher is more likely
to remember the details of a specific movie than someone who occasionally watches a
movie with the aim to socialise. We believe that the factor gaming experience is an
indirect indicator of interest in games. Therefore, someone with experience is more
likely to pay attention, not only to past playthroughs, but also to the game mechanics,
explaining the shorter time they need to learn how to interact with the environment
and finishing the game in fewer actions.
Another important finding is that most players stay inside the room where the
game starts instead of going to the street. This strategy was reported by Sharma
et al. for experienced players, but with the premise that there were actions available
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Figure 4.1: Layout of the mansion in Anchorhead
for players to perform in the room. We found that more than exhausting actions avail-
able in the room (which are none in the livingroom), players were using the concept
of being indoors. Considering the map and information in figure 4.1, even knowing
that there were no objects to explore in the current room, and having the option to
go to the street at the same virtual cost than going to the hall, most players chose to
go to the hall in the first game play. This is discussed in chapter 5 as a factor in the
performance of the informed BDI agent.
Preference to explore. We were able to confirm our hypothesis that for some
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players, knowing more details and exhausting the interactions carried a higher prior-
ity than finishing the game as soon as possible. When we asked whether they followed
any strategy, most of the players answered that they tried to discover as much infor-
mation as possible. However, their self assessment did not match the actions in their
trace.
Player 4 had a score of 0.41 for this factor. He played the game three times, and
reached both endings of the story. He said that his specific goal was “To discover
as much as possible”. When asked whether he followed any specific strategy, he an-
swered “Visit every place and interact with everyone”. These statements match the
game traces for his ID. However, the score of 0.41 obtained from his answers to the
questionnaire indicates that he is not an explorer player.
Player 6 had a preference to explore score of 0.5, and is a similar case to Player
4; he discovered both endings of the story, but his score in the player profile is still
considered as that of a non-explorer by our approach to normalise the scores (The
condition established in the player profile implementation in chapter 5 for the agent
to behave as an explorer is that the value needs to be strictly greater than 0.5).
This issue is mainly observed where the player’s answers to the quantitative survey
resulted in a score lower than their observed behaviour regarding that factor. There
was a case however, where the player’s (Player 2) score was apparently higher than
what his actions indicated. This player had what could be called a bad gaming
experience with the game, and he mentioned: “At some point, I was just clicking
everything on the screen to see if I was missing on something”. We then asked him if
that was not the case since the beginning of the game, and he said “No, I just started
doing that when I got stuck”. Interestingly, his game trace does not seem to indicate
that he was exploring as much as he said. Considering that player 6 had a similar
score for this factor, and the differences in their actions, we believe that the score
calculation needs to be adjusted to give higher scores to players who actually display
this behaviour.
Persistence: We discovered that persistence and preference to explore are some-
how inversely proportional; players with a high score on preference to explore tend to
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have a low one for persistence and vice-versa. In this case, the actions of the players
usually match their score in the player profile. There are a couple of interesting cases
to mention here:
Player 5 said: “I just took everything I could and bought everything because there
was no restriction... So that when I needed to use it I wouldn’t have to go back and
get it”. This player has a preference to explore (pE) score of 0.58 and a persistence
score of 0.25. When we asked her about her main goal in the game, she said: “To
finish it... I didn’t really want to know everything that’s happening, I just want to
solve the mystery”.
Finally, when asked about her persistence in optional quests, she said: “I may try
up to three times, but I am not patient, if it doesn’t work on the third time... I give
up, even if that means losing the game. That’s why I try to pick up everything at the
beginning, to have all I need and finish the game quickly”. This player, despite having
a high score for pE, did not have the goal of knowing as much as possible as other
players with a high score in this factor. Although her gaming experience is 0.25, she
did know that not picking an object could cost her time in the future.
Another example is Player 7. Her calculated player profile has a higher score for
persistence (0.58) than preference to explore (0.41). She reached the second ending of
the story, which indeed requires relatively more persistence to reach compared to the
first ending. However, during the interview, she mentioned that she found the puzzle
box before she started speaking to the character in the park. This character unlocks
the quests to reach the second end, while opening the puzzle box is a step to reach
the first end. We asked why she didn’t continue trying to open the box, to which
she replied: “I think I got distracted with something else, I think I started speaking to
the guy in the park and I forgot about the box”. This somehow contradicts her player
profile scores, but still aligns with our hypothesis that a high preference to explore
translates in lower persistence.
Besides the factors defined by us in the player profile, interesting information
emerged from the interviews, for instance, the two players who reached both endings
compared them and said that the second ending gave them a sense of having won
the game, while the first made them somehow think that they had lost, because the
information revealed in the final plot point is not much and all the people in the town
are going to die.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed a player profile to inform the BDI player model
introduced in chapter 3. The player profile consists of four factors: familiarity with
the game, gaming experience, preference to explore and persistence. We described
our approach to identify these factors in section 4.3 and our method to validate our
payer profile in section 4.4, which included a method to calculate the score for each
factor using a questionnaire before recruits play the game, and a set of semi-structured
interviews to analyse player behaviour from a qualitative perspective.
This chapter focused on the findings of the qualitative study, discussed in sec-
tion 4.4.2, which supports our hypotheses regarding the factors considered in the
player profile and the way each of them affects players behaviour, described in sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3.
Chapter 5
Informing the BDI player model
In this chapter, we describe our approach to answer RQ2:
How can a BDI player model for INs emulate the behaviour of a spe-
cific player rather than mimic generic human behaviour?
Our approach consists of augmenting the BDI player model proposed in chapter 3
to simulate the behaviour of specific players depending on their Player Profile (PP),
described in chapter 4. The focus of this chapter is the design and evaluation of
an informed BDI player model, to compare its performance with the uninformed
BDI player model presented in chapter 3. The following list adds the terminology
introduced in this chapter to the list of terms in chapter 3:
• BDI player model: The theoretical player model proposed for INs, including
Anchorhead.
• Uninformed BDI player model: Specifically refers to the BDI model of
generic human behaviour.
• Informed BDI player model: Specifically refers to the BDI model that
uses a player profile to simulate different types of behaviour among players.
• BDI agent: An instance or implementation of the BDI player model.
• Uninformed BDI agent: Specifically refers to an instance of the unin-
formed BDI player model.
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• Informed BDI agent Specifically refers to an instance of the informed BDI
player model.
Unlike our use of some terms interchangeably in chapter 3, such as BDI player
model and uninformed BDI model, the terms BDI player model and BDI agent will
not be used without the “uninformed” or “informed” prefix in this chapter to avoid
ambiguity. The term BDI model is not used in this chapter for the same reason.
Furthermore, in the evaluation in section 5.3, we make use of the following terms to
differentiate between traces generated by informed agents, uninformed agents, and
real players:
• Uninformed Agent Trace (UAT): A game trace generated by an unin-
formed agent.
• Informed Agent Trace (IAT): A game trace generated by an informed
agent.
• Real Player Trace (RPT): A game trace generated by a real player.
5.1 Creating informed BDI player models for other
INs
In chapter 3.3, we introduced a step-by-step methodology to create an uninformed
BDI player model for a given IN. In this chapter, we expanded that methodology to
consider the player profile from chapter 4 in the BDI modelling process. The resulting
methodology is defined below, where step (III.1) explains the implementation of the
player profile.
Stage I: Identification of requirements (System specification)
(I.1) Identify basic actions to interact with the game that are not included in
the generic IN goals from figure 3.3.
Example: Games with a health system have actions to recover health
points, such as ‘eat’ or ‘drink’. These actions need to be added to the
model to reach goals such as ‘recover’.
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(I.2) Identify the plot points that require a special set of actions and information
specific to this IN.
Example: A box cannot be opened with a key and requires the player to
ask an NPC for help.
(I.3) Identify how a player would set goals from such plot points with incomplete
information.
Example: If the player realises the box cannot be opened with keys and
sees an axe in the room, a goal openBoxWithAxe might be defined as a
sub-goal of openBox. The player does not know there is a locksmith in a
different room. If the player has already visited the locksmith, they will
most likely go to him, therefore, an alternative goal takeBoxToLocksmith
is also needed.
(I.4) Expand the generic IN goal diagram with the actions and goals identified
(IN-specific goals in figure 3.3).
Stage II: Coverage verification (System specification)
(II.1) Verify that all the plot points in the plot graph can be reached with the
behaviour defined in the goal diagram. If there are plot points not reached,
define goals to reach them as specified in step (I.3).
(II.2) Identify the information perceived from the environment that needs to be
stored as beliefs and how it influences the agent’s goals.
Example: If a player sees a closed door in the current location, they may at-
tempt to open it. Hence, a goal openDoor should be part of those identified
in step (I.3). This means that 1) whether the door is visible (or more gen-
erally, a list of the objects currently visible) and 2) the door’s status (e.g.,
open or closed) should be stored as beliefs. In this case, a belief set that
includes the values visibleObjects = {door, ...} and door.status = ‘closed′
would trigger the goal openDoor.
Stage III: Implementation (Detailed design)
(III.1) Identify possible relationships between sub-goals and factors of the player
profile.
Example: A player with low persistence may be more likely to stop working
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Figure 5.1: Overview diagram of of the informed BDI player model.
on goals that require many steps, while a player with high persistence will
likely continue until the goal is reached.
(III.2) Implement plans for each goal and sub-goal. This involves detailing each
plan’s belief dependencies, the beliefs it modifies, and the process it follows.
Since implementation depends on the BDI programming language being
used [63], we recommend to first generate an agent overview diagram and
plan descriptions, introduced in section 2.1.3.
5.2 Informing the BDI player model to refine plan
selection
We implemented the factors in the PP described in chapter 4 as part of the belief
set of the uninformed BDI player model, whose instance we call Uninformed Agent
(UA), to be used as plan context conditions. Referring back to the discussion from
section 3.4, there are four factors that influence the behaviour of the uninformed
BDI model: Goal priorities, navigation, action selection when the agent is idle, and
decisions made about the objects found by the agent. These factors are managed by
the player profile as per our discussion in section 4.2. For the informed BDI model, we
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now created at least two plans to reach the goals defined in the uninformed version.
These different plans are executed depending on the values stored in the PP belief; one
plan simulates the behaviour when the value is low, and a different one when the value
is high. Figure 5.1 shows the overview diagram of the BDI informed PM we designed
for Anchorhead. As the diagram indicates, plans used to define behaviour such as
“DecideAboutObject” or “ExploreRoom” take into account the values in the PP,
which are stored as beliefs for each player before their corresponding simulation. We
use the threshold of 0.5 to decide which plan to execute depending on the normalised
factor in the PP for two reasons:
1. The questionnaire used to collect players’ information (described in section 4.4.1)
is expected to give normalised values higher than 0.5 if the PP elements are high
enough under our consideration.
2. To reduce the probability of managing plans that contradict each other. Having
four elements in the PP to define when to trigger a plan allows for evaluating
more than one factor as context conditions. While this facilitates a more de-
tailed PM, the risk of launching two plans that contradict each other increases
(e.g. go to a different room to find a key because a chest was found and the
player is persistent, versus exploring the current room because the player also
has a high preference to explore). Having only two possibilities per element
(low : 0 ≤ n ≤ 0.5 and high : 0.5 < n ≤ 1) helps keeping the number of plans
manageable.
In the case of persistence, we considered the approximate length of a simulated
game (50-60 seconds) to decide for how long a plan should be repeated before it is
dropped. At a low level, specific plans are triggered depending on the values of the
PP. Figure 5.2 is an example of the steps to find the key for an item. If the player
being simulated is already familiar with the game, or has seen the key needed, then
the tasks will consist of retrieving it. This plan consists of going to the place where
the key was seen and taking it. To reach the goal GoTo, the PP is evaluated again
to check whether the place is known by the player either in this game or due to their
familiarity. If that is the case, the informed agent will go there using the shortest
path, otherwise, it will wander around until the place is found. Note that it is possible
for more than one of these context conditions to be true. In such case, the priority of
plans is established to follow the order in which they are defined. From the example
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Figure 5.2: Example of the use of context conditions from the player profile
of figure 5.2, assuming that both f > 0.5 and p > 0.5 in the context check for the
goal “GetItemKey”, the plan to be executed would be “RetrieveItem”, since it is
defined before “FindAndTake”. Table 5.1 shows the difference between plans in the




















Table 5.1: Plans in Uninformed(not using Player profile) and Informed Model(using Player profile)
Plan Trigger Uninformed Player Model Informed Player Model
DecideAboutObject Object description re-
ceived.
If the object is a container and
it is unlocked, open it. Unlock
otherwise. If the container is
open, take its contents. If the
object is not a container, take
the object
Take object only if gaming Ex-
perience >0.5.
SolveMystery Discovered that William
or Anna were part of the
family.
Ask all characters about
William or Anna.
Drop plan after 10 seconds if
persistence <= 0.5.
React A character replies after
speaking to them.
Dispatch sub-goals to give
characters objects they re-
quire, or continue the conver-
sation.
Drop plan after 10 seconds if
persistence <= 0.5.
FindObject A key is needed or a
character asks for an ob-
ject.
Randomly move in the world
until the object is visible.
Go to the room where the ob-
ject is located if the object
has been seen OR if familiar-
ity >0.5.
GoTo A plan requires the
character to move to a
specific room.
Randomly move in the world
until the current location is
the place required.
Take the shortest path if the
places in the path have been
discovered OR if familiarity
>0.5; Move giving preference
to unexplored places until the
current location is the place
required if prefExplore >0.5.
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5.3 Experiment and Analysis
In this section we describe the quantitative part of the analysis introduced in the
previous chapter. By running simulated game traces using the player profiles collected
from real players, we are able to compare simulated traces with real player traces in
a way similar to the analysis in chapter 3. We now describe the process followed to
analyse the performance of the BDI player model informed with the player profile.
5.3.1 Anchorhead interface re-design
Considering the comments from some of the participants of the experiments in chap-
ter 3, we re-designed the interface of the game used to collect data. These changes
were done with the aim to obtain more useful traces for comparison in this round
of experiments. As discussed in section 3.5, more than 50 percent of the traces col-
lected were discarded for their comparison with simulated traces because they did not
reach one of the ends of the game. After analysing the traces collected, we confirmed
that the main issue faced by participants to finish a game was not related to players
not being able to connect clues to solve the mystery. They instead faced problems
entering the right commands to interact with the game.
Since the focus of this research was not the interface usability, we created a more
intuitive interface so that players who were not experienced with text-based games
had less difficulty executing commands. In this way, we could compare the actual
behaviour of players with different levels of experience. The game’s engine (or server)
was the same as in the previous experiments, but instead of using the Java interface
described in section 3.5, we created a HTML5 interface using the Javascript game
engine Phaser [87].
Some of the advantages of using HTML5 over Java were that participants did not
have to download any file to play the game; they could also play on mobile devices in
addition to computers, as the game was set up as a website. The main advantage is
that, by removing the text interface, the game was made more intuitive; there were
arrows to move between rooms, making navigation easier, tapping on an element of
the environment showed a menu with only the actions available for that object, and
the tutorial was included as the first step of the game, rather than on the study’s
website, reducing the chance of users not reading the instructions. Figure 5.3 shows
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Figure 5.3: Re-designed interface of Anchorhead for data collection.
the options to interact with an object after it has been tapped or clicked with the
new interface.
5.3.2 Experimental setup
Using the new Anchorhead 2D interface described in section 5.3.1, we collected infor-
mation from 23 anonymous players that generated a total of 36 game traces. Before
the beginning of the game, they were re-directed to a web form to fill out the ques-
tionnaire described in section 4.4.1. The form used is available in appendix A.4.
Before the questions related to their player profile, the form asked whether this was
the player’s first game; if it was not, the player was asked for the session number from

























































Figure 5.4: Distribution for each factor of the player profiles collected
their previous games. Players also had an option to provide their email if they agreed
to be contacted for the interview reported in section 4.4.2. The session number was
recorded from the Anchorhead server to link a player’s traces with their answers to
the profile questionnaire.
After these questions, the player profile questionnaire was presented using a five-
level Likert-like scale for players to indicate their level of agreement with a set of
statements, detailed in section 4.4.1. Questions were randomised each time the form
was loaded. The data collected in this experiment is different than that of the ex-
periment in chapter 3, but three of the participants from the first experiment played
the new version of the game. Having recruits re-play the game provided the chance
to analyse how players behave when they have previous knowledge of the story.
Since the experiment could be done online, we do not completely know the players’
demographics. The target group was anyone over 18 years old and players were
invited via social media and printed signs in student areas of our university. The
demographics of the group of players that agreed to be interviewed are reported in
section 4.4.2.
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Figure 5.5: General comparison between methods to inform the player model.
The normalised player profile values following the process in section 4.4.1 were
used in the player profile belief for each player to run simulations with a set of
Informed Agents (IAs). When a player completed the game more than once, we
changed their familiarity score to 1 if it was less than 0.5 before their first game,
and use the rest of the player profile for their remaining traces. Figure 5.4 shows the
distribution of scores for each factor of the PPs obtained from the questionnaire.. We
ran 20 IA simulations using the PP corresponding to each complete player trace. We
also generated 20 simulated traces with the Uninformed Agent (UA). We compared
the similarity of each player trace against the IA and UA traces generated by the
simulations.
We followed a similar approach to compare traces as that in section 3.5, summaris-
ing traces as sets of plot-points discovered and using the Jaccard index to indicate
similarity between two traces [104].
5.3.3 Findings
The results of the initial observations of IAs and UAs are reported in Figures 5.5 and
5.6, with the box plots marked as “Reported” and “Uninformed”.
Since this comparison did not indicate better results using the PP in the IAs, we
analysed some player traces to confirm if their actions matched their answers to the
questionnaire. We found that players who were behaving like explorers, for instance,
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Table 5.2: Similarities of traces collected with IA and UA traces (f=Familiarity, gE
= Gaming Experience, pE=Preference to Explore, p=Persistence). Rows in bold
indicate cases where the reported and best PPs are the same.
Informed with Reported PP Informed with Best PP Uninformed
Player Trace f gE pE p Min Mean Max f gE pE p Min Mean Max Min Mean Max
1 0 1 1 0 0.37 0.432 0.5 1 0 0 0 0.37 0.454 0.5 0.409 0.472 0.579
2 0 1 1 1 0.333 0.425 0.533 1 0 0 0 0.32 0.463 0.533 0.381 0.481 0.625
3 0 0 0 0 0.44 0.519 0.68 0 1 0 1 0.48 0.567 0.64 0.48 0.577 0.68
4 0 1 0 1 0.36 0.533 0.625 1 0 0 0 0.36 0.605 0.714 0.478 0.615 0.8
5 1 1 0 1 0.333 0.497 0.615 0 0 0 1 0.417 0.507 0.615 0.417 0.534 0.75
6 0 0 1 0 0.304 0.38 0.52 0 1 1 0 0.261 0.401 0.52 0.348 0.424 0.625
7 0 1 0 1 0.346 0.454 0.654 1 1 0 1 0.269 0.475 0.654 0.346 0.458 0.654
8 0 1 1 0 0.385 0.491 0.556 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.512 0.556 0.455 0.544 0.611
9 1 1 1 0 0.231 0.365 0.615 1 1 0 1 0.231 0.437 0.615 0.308 0.419 0.615
10 0 1 0 1 0.333 0.437 0.63 1 1 0 1 0.259 0.457 0.63 0.333 0.441 0.63
11 0 1 1 1 0.385 0.542 0.654 0 1 0 1 0.462 0.551 0.615 0.462 0.555 0.654
12 1 1 1 1 0.333 0.454 0.643 1 1 0 1 0.333 0.513 0.643 0.407 0.515 0.704
13 0 1 0 1 0.4 0.511 0.588 1 0 0 0 0.4 0.579 0.667 0.476 0.588 0.75
14 0 1 1 0 0.4 0.569 0.68 0 1 0 1 0.48 0.573 0.64 0.48 0.583 0.68
15 0 0 0 0 0.32 0.408 0.64 1 1 0 1 0.28 0.475 0.615 0.36 0.476 0.68
16 0 1 0 0 0.385 0.601 0.688 1 0 0 0 0.385 0.611 0.688 0.5 0.635 0.812
17 0 0 0 0 0.318 0.401 0.545 0 1 0 1 0.364 0.47 0.545 0.364 0.475 0.591
18 0 1 0 1 0.4 0.511 0.588 1 0 0 0 0.4 0.579 0.667 0.476 0.588 0.75
19 1 1 0 1 0.24 0.435 0.577 1 1 0 1 0.24 0.435 0.577 0.32 0.436 0.64
20 1 1 0 1 0.37 0.533 0.63 0 0 0 1 0.444 0.539 0.679 0.444 0.54 0.63
21 0 1 0 0 0.333 0.418 0.577 0 0 0 1 0.375 0.467 0.577 0.375 0.493 0.708
22 1 1 0 0 0.346 0.525 0.667 1 0 0 0 0.346 0.57 0.667 0.458 0.581 0.75
23 1 1 0 0 0.231 0.389 0.556 1 1 0 1 0.231 0.419 0.556 0.308 0.419 0.615
24 0 1 0 1 0.545 0.621 0.652 0 1 0 1 0.545 0.621 0.652 0.458 0.573 0.652
25 0 0 1 0 0.346 0.454 0.654 1 1 0 1 0.308 0.495 0.63 0.385 0.496 0.692
26 0 1 0 1 0.357 0.457 0.643 1 1 0 1 0.286 0.477 0.643 0.357 0.461 0.643
27 1 1 0 1 0.455 0.512 0.591 0 0 1 1 0.5 0.556 0.591 0.52 0.584 0.652
28 1 1 0 1 0.231 0.419 0.556 1 1 0 1 0.231 0.419 0.556 0.308 0.419 0.615
29 0 1 0 1 0.333 0.507 0.6 1 0 0 0 0.333 0.581 0.692 0.455 0.592 0.786
30 1 1 0 1 0.429 0.557 0.636 0 1 0 1 0.524 0.603 0.636 0.524 0.624 0.714
31 1 1 0 1 0.346 0.533 0.667 1 1 0 1 0.346 0.533 0.667 0.423 0.535 0.731
32 0 0 1 0 0.36 0.472 0.68 1 1 0 1 0.32 0.514 0.654 0.4 0.516 0.72
33 0 1 1 0 0.385 0.496 0.625 1 0 0 0 0.385 0.547 0.625 0.455 0.558 0.706
34 1 1 1 0 0.28 0.42 0.68 1 1 0 1 0.28 0.494 0.68 0.36 0.476 0.68
35 1 1 1 0 0.296 0.42 0.607 1 1 0 1 0.296 0.477 0.607 0.37 0.478 0.667
36 1 1 1 0 0.37 0.483 0.63 0 0 0 1 0.444 0.531 0.621 0.444 0.54 0.63
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Figure 5.6: Highest (left) and lowest (right) performance of the IA using the best PP
vs UA.
did not give answers that would result in a high score for the corresponding element
of the PP. We cross-checked this issue with information from the interviews. Some
players mentioned that even though their goal was not to find every item available,
they constantly checked if there is something they may need in the future, so they
tried to exhaust the options available in their current location before moving to a
different area. This issue has already been discussed in more detail in section 4.4.2.
To find out if a more accurate PP would deliver a more similar trace, we ran
simulations for 16 possible combinations of PPs. Since the IA’s model only differen-
tiates values Nx ≤ 0.5 or Nx > 0.5, we generated 20 traces with binary values for
each PP = {f, gE, pE, p} between {0,0,0,0},{0,0,0,1}, ..., and {1,1,1,1}. To find the
best matching PP, we selected the set of traces with the highest mean of similarities
between this new set of IAs and the real player traces. The selected PP and their
similarities with each player are shown in the column “Informed with Best PP” in
table 5.2. The summary of these results is shown with the box plots marked as “Best”
in figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Figure 5.5 summarises the results for all the player traces we used to compare
our methods. While the UAs produced higher maximum values, the first and third
quartiles are slightly lower than those produced with the best matching PP. This
means that that half of the data is concentrated in a better range for the agents
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informed with the best matching PP. Figure 5.5 also shows the lower performance
when using the PP reported by players in their questionnaire. Figure 5.6 gives a more
detailed comparison of each agent’s performance in a subset of cases. We selected
the five observations with the highest and lowest performance of the IA using the
best PP over the UA. In this figure, it is easier to appreciate that the maximum
values obtained with the UA tend to be outliers of a smaller distribution with lower
similarities than the IA. At the same time, the IA’s larger distribution range shows
that the informed BDI player model is unable to reproduce the players’ behaviour
consistently when reaching higher similarities.
In contrast, the IAs with lowest performance seem to produce a more consistent
behaviour across simulations, as their distribution size is much smaller than the best
performing IAs. A positive observation is that in most of these cases, the first quartile
and median are at least the same as for the UAs. Table 5.2 shows the results of each
set of tests performed for each player trace collected. In most of the cases, we were able
to identify higher similarities from a player profile different than the one calculated
from the participants’ answers prior to their game(s).
We will now discuss other findings that help us explain why the results obtained
with the IAs are not much better than with UAs.
As we mentioned earlier, the players’ answers to the questionnaire were not repre-
sentative of their play style. This can help explaining the low performance of the IAs.
In table 5.2, the only traces whose calculated PP is the same as the best matching
PP are the rows in bold font. As BDI highly relies on the expert’s perception of
the subjects decision making and a correct simulation of their behaviour, the correct
identification of the type of subject being simulated is crucial to produce good results.
In all the cases where the reported PP was the best found, the players gaming
experience is set to 1, which means the calculated score from their answers was ≥ 0.5.
This could be an indicator that experienced players know their behaviour better than
novices. Another interesting fact is that all these cases share the same values for
preference to explore and persistence, in addition to gaming experience. The fact
that only one of these four players was not familiar with the game could also mean
that these players knew how to answer for this specific game because they have already
observed themselves by playing this or similar IN games before.
The informed BDI model implements most of the strategies described by the play-
ers interviewed, and the strategies implemented vary depending on the player profile.
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However, there is a common behaviour reported by all of the players interviewed,
as discussed in section 4.4.2, and observed in the traces collected. At the start of
the game, players are in the livingroom and have the option to go to the hall of the
mansion or to the street. If it is their first game, most players moved to the hall,
staying inside the mansion after the first change of location. This means that most
real players will discover clues and plot points from the mansion that will create goals
related to those items first. On the other hand, our player model gives priority to
places that have not been explored, but when all the places available have the same
status, this choice is made at random. If the agents go to the street first, the trace
generated will be different regardless of the accuracy of the PP, as the goals triggered
early in the game were different in the first place.
The player model only considers re-playing the game once, as there are some plans
that run differently depending on the value of the familiarity factor. However, some
of our recruits played more than two times. The game had two possible endings,
but recruits were not informed about this before they played. Those who played
more than twice reported to do so because they had objects in their inventory whose
purpose they had not found yet. This behavior was reported in players with high
experience with INs in section 4.4.2; they mentioned that their experience says that
every item usually has a purpose, and some of them do not stop playing until they
find it. Our game had a few items that did not contribute to unlocking an ending or
solving a mystery, some of them only had the purpose to let the player know whose
character they belonged to, but after that the object could not be traded or used
anywhere else.
On the other hand, there were cases where players reported to completely change
their mind about which goal to pursue, e.g., they are trying to find out who William is
and they have the goal to ask characters about him, then they discover the observatory
and now pursue the goal of finding the lens for the telescope. While the persistence
factor was considered with this behaviour in mind, we do not have the information
to decide exactly when to drop one goal, or which one to pursue with higher priority
than the rest. Our current model only drops a goal if it has been attempted for long
enough when the persistence is low, but prioritising the current goals specifically for
each subject is a challenging problem.
We also observed that players who knew the story (even from long ago and claimed
not to remember the details) behaved substantially different than those completely
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new to the game. Some players who reported low familiarity with Anchorhead because
they argued to have lost memory of it generated traces with less erratic behaviour.
Players who were interviewed reported that the dynamics slowly came back to them
as they played. Moreover, the best PP found for their first trace has a value of 1
in familiarity. This suggests that this factor should not be calculated with a Likert
scale, but as a boolean.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an informed BDI player model design for Interactive
Narratives (INs) that makes use of a Player Profile (PP) as part of its belief set to
select from different plans available to achieve the same goal. Our aim was to create
game traces as similar as possible to the trace generated by the player whose PP
was being used. The PP was described in chapter 4, and this chapter focused on
the quantitative part of evaluating its implementation as part of our uninformed BDI
player model, described in chapter 3.
In section 5.1, we augmented the methodology in section 3.3 to implement the use
of the player profile in the BDI player model. In section 5.2, we explained the details
on how we implemented the changes with the case study of Anchorhead, starting
with the uninformed BDI player model, adding the player profile to the belief set,
and creating new plans as alternatives to reach the same goal. In section 5.3, we
started explaining the changes made to the interface of the game used to collect data
from participants; we then described our approach to evaluate the performance of the
informed BDI player model, comparing informed and uninformed simulated traces to
traces generated by real players.
After finding that the informed BDI player model did not generate more similar
behaviour to individual players than the uninformed version, we analysed the relia-
bility of our approach to measure the factors in the player profile. After a second
study to try and find the best matching player profile for each real player from a set
of traces using the full range of player profiles, we found that only four out of 36 cases
have matching profiles with those measured with players’ responses.
Chapter 6
Learning player behaviour from
demonstrations
In this chapter we describe our approach to answer RQ3 regarding the suitability of
apprenticeship learning to emulate human behaviour in the IN domain:
To what extent can apprenticeship learning via RHIRL mimic player
behaviour in an IN?
We chose to use Receding Horizon Inverse Reinforcement Learning (RHIRL) given
the flexibility offered by this algorithm to learn the expert’s goal while controlling how
much it directly imitates their behaviour. Our aim is to investigate how the behaviour
learned with this approach compares to the behaviour produced by the uninformed
and informed BDI player models presented in chapters 3 and 5. Our methodology
consists of the following steps:
1. Use player-generated traces as demonstrations for RHIRL.
2. Extract policies resulting from RHIRL.
3. Execute policies in Anchorhead server.
4. Compare plot point summaries generated by RHIRL and real players.
The workflow is illustrated in figure 6.1. The components in the figure are the
Anchorhead engine, the 2D interface used to collect data in chapter 5, and the ap-
prenticeship learning model, which is described in detail in the following sections.















Figure 6.1: Workflow to implement RHIRL in Anchorhead
The apprenticeship learning component was developed using the Brown-UMBC Re-
inforcement Learning and Planning (BURLAP) Java library [59].
6.1 Modelling an IN as an MDP
As discussed in section 2.2.1, RHIRL requires the environment to be modelled as a
Markov Decision Process (MDP), which traditionally consists of a set of states S, a set
of actions A, a transition model T, a reward function R and a learning rate γ, forming
a tuple {S,A, T,R, γ}. As opposed to the traditional reinforcement learning problem,
where the task is to find an optimal policy pi based on the reward function R, the
task in AL is to find R given a set of policies, which can generate demonstrations.
Hence, the MDP tuple representation differs. An MDP without a reward function
is sometimes denoted MDP\r [5]. As with our BDI player model, we started with a
generic representation of the IN domain, to then represent knowledge specific to the
Anchorhead environment.
6.1.1 State representation
The state consists of a set of elements regarding locations, objects and characters.
Figure 6.2 shows the detailed description of the elements represented. The elements
outside the package ‘inmdp’ in the figure are part of the BURLAP library, while the
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Action Parameters Description Applicability
(Type)
goto p (INPlace) Change current location to place p. p is adjacent to current location.
examine o (INObject) Obtain properties of object o. o is visible.
take o (INObject) Add object o to inventory. o is visible.
use o (INObject) Use object o. o is visible.
unlock o (INObject) Unlock object o with key k. o is visible and k is in inventory.
k (INObject)
open o (INObject) Open object o. o is visible and o is unlocked.
say t (INTopic) Talk about topic t with visible character. t is known and one character is visible.
buy o (INObject) Buy object from visible character. One character is visible.
give o (INObject) Give object o to visible character. o is in inventory and one character is visible.
elements inside said package are part of our approach. In the class diagram, the keys
list is a field defined by the BURLAP library, and it contains the name of each of the
fields defined in the object for object operations, such as custom object comparison.
6.1.2 Action representation and transition model
We modelled nine parameterised actions. The parameters are instances of the types
described in figure 6.2. The applicability of each action is checked before its execution
considering the current state and the parameter received. The actions and their
detailed description are shown in table 6.1.2.
Since RHIRL executes planning, a transition model is needed to keep track of the
states visited during run time. We embedded the mechanics of the Anchorhead en-
gine in the MDP module to perform the learning tasks oﬄine (i.e., an internal model
of the game rather than running AL directly on the Anchorhead server). While the
state and action representations can be easily used in any IN, the transition model
needs to be more detailed in terms of the specific IN. In the case of Anchorhead,
certain actions produce an unusual outcome compared to the action’s original def-
inition. For instance, giving an object to a character usually results in the object
not being available in the player’s inventory anymore, and the object being now in
the character’s inventory. This action is easily re-usable for other INs. However, in
Anchorhead, giving the puzzle box to the character in the magic shop will result in
the puzzle box being open, and the player receiving its contents in addition to the
box being removed from the player’s inventory. It is at this stage that the plot graph
of the IN is most useful to ensure that the original engine and the transition model in










































































Figure 6.2: Class diagram of IN state representation.
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6.1.3 State-action features
The reward function is calculated as a weighted vector of features of state-action pairs.
The feature vector in our approach consists of 89 boolean features that represent
the state after each action performed in terms of the following conditions of the
environment:
• For each place:
– Whether the place is the player’s current location.
• For each object:
– Whether the object is visible.
– Whether the object has been examined.
– Whether the object is in the inventory.
– If the object is a container:
∗ Whether the object is locked.
∗ Whether the object is open.
∗ Whether the object is empty.
• For each conversation topic:
– Whether the topic is known.
– Whether the player has spoken about the topic.
• For each plot point:
– Whether the plot point has been reached.
6.2 Evaluation
In this section we explain the experiments we performed to evaluate RHIRL in An-
chorhead, following the methodology described in section 6.1.
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6.2.1 Experimental setup
We trained RHIRL on different groups of demonstrations, with the goal to learn one
policy per group. The reason why we trained on groups rather tan all the traces
available to learn one single policy is that the game traces collected were too noisy
for RHIRL to learn a policy that reached an end of the game. With the data collected
from players in the experiments described in section 5.3,we created groups of game
traces to train RHIRL as follows:
• By end reached. One group corresponded to End1 (FindEvilGod), and one cor-
responded to End2 (DiscoverBookInSewers) from the plot graph in section 2.9.
• By player profile. Similarly to our approach to classify players with our informed
BDI player model, we used the normalised values obtained from each player’s
player profile. We created two groups for each player profile factor, for low
and high scores respectively. In each of these groups, we selected traces that
contained similar values for the three PP factors that were not being assessed
with the aim of reducing the chances of introducing noise in the behaviour
learned. For example: To make the groups of persistent and not persistent
players, we only considered the traces where the value scores for familiarity,
gaming experience and preference to explore had the same values, and split
them into two groups depending on whether the binarised value for persistence
was equal to 1 or 0.
In each group, we tested RHIRL with horizons of 1, 2, 3 and 4, each with β values
of 0.1, 0.5 and 1. In all cases, the maximum number of iterations for RHIRL was
set to 10. The policies generated with each combination of h and β were recorded.
The maximum number of actions recorded in each policy was set to 100, policies
that reached an end of the game contain fewer actions. These policies were run
on the Anchorhead engine. Following the same approach as in chapters 3 and 5,
we measured the similarity between traces using the Jaccard index of the sets of
plot points discovered in each player log and those discovered in each RHIRL policy.
These trace comparisons were made only between the policy and all the player traces
available in each group. For example, the policy obtained from the group of traces














Convergence for group EndEvilGod,  h =4
Figure 6.3: Convergence of RHIRL for End1
to the traces that reached End2 or any of the groups corresponding to factors of the
player profile.
Training for all the configurations mentioned was run on a computer with an Intel R©
i7 processor running at 2.5GHz per CPU, using 8 GB of RAM (DDR3), running the
64-bit version of Linux Debian 9 (stretch). The training time for each configuration
varied between a minimum of 4.69 seconds and a maximum of 2391.10 seconds, with
horizons of 1 and 4 respectively.
6.2.2 Results
In this section, we report our observations regarding the performance of RHIRL in
the IN Anchorhead. We start by discussing the convergence of the algorithm given
the different setups used and then discuss the similarity between player traces and
the policies obtained with RHIRL.
Convergence
Figure 6.3 shows the convergence of the case where we observed the best performance
(i.e., produces behaviour most similar to the group of traces it learned from). This
was the group with policies that reached End1 with h=4. The figure reports the














Convergence for group EndEvilGod,  β =0.1
Figure 6.4: Convergence of RHIRL for End1
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Convergence for  h =4
Figure 6.5: Convergence of RHIRL for all groups with h=4
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progression of the likelihood calculated throughout the 10 steps for the policy learned
given the reward function with respect to the different values used for β. As expected
from the discussion in section 2.3.1, the best performance was observed with the value
of β that was closest to zero, reflecting the sub-optimality of players behaviour.
Figure 6.4 shows the convergence of the same group of demonstrations, this time
comparing different horizons for the best performing β configuration (0.1). The
algorithm exhibited the best behaviour with h=4. While this matches the discussion
in section 2.3.1 (a large horizon will find the true reward function, while a small
horizon will imitate the behaviour observed from demonstrations), we observed that
performance decreased with a horizon of five. This drop in performance is possibly
due to additional noise introduced by using demonstrations with a variety of styles.
Figure 6.5 shows the convergence of L(D|R) in all the groups analysed. The
figure shows a higher fluctuation of L(D|R) when the demonstrations are grouped
by end, rather than by play style. The group of players that were familiar with
the game shows a similar fluctuation, also observed with h=3. A possible reason
for this behaviour is the number of demonstrations in the groups; while the groups
of familiar and non-familiar player traces contained nine or more elements, each of
the remaining groups regarding player profile factors contained a maximum of four
elements. Considering that the groups for End1 and End2 also contained a larger
number of traces, it is possible that the variety in behaviours provided to the algorithm
caused a larger variation in the reward functions, resulting in the fluctuations of the
likelihood calculated.
Another possible explanation for the slower convergence of RHIRL in the Familiar
group is the fact that players are expected to change their behaviour significantly
after playing the game for the first time. This was discussed in chapter 4, and this
observation could be an indicator that player behaviour is harder to predict during
replays.
Trace similarity
We now discuss our observations regarding the similarity between the traces generated
by RHIRL and the real traces collected from players. Figure 6.6 shows the similarities
reached by the policies generated with the algorithm in the evil god end of the game
(End1) with the different values used for the horizon (h) and β. The figure shows
the improvement in performance as the horizon increases. Using a horizon of one,

















Similarity for group EndEvilGod

































































Similarity using h=3 and b=0.1






























































Similarity using h=4 and b=0.1
Figure 6.8: Similarities with logs in all groups with h=4
RHIRL is not able to reach any plot point in the game; the policies generated with
this horizon usually include two actions that constantly repeat one after the other
until the maximum number of actions is reached. Referring back to the discussion
about the horizon in RHIRL from section 2.3.1, as the horizon approaches zero, the
algorithm imitates the behaviour from the demonstrations, and as the horizon reaches
∞, the algorithm identifies the true reward function, producing a policy close to the
optimal. The low performance of the algorithm with a horizon close to zero is an
indicator of the difficulty faced by imitation learning to generalise to novel states
within the IN domain.
Overall, we observed that using horizons of 3 and 4 produced similar results.
Figure 6.7 shows the trace similarities reached by each group used to train RHIRL
with a horizon of 3 and β=0.1, while figure 6.8 shows the equivalent similarities
using a horizon of 4. In both figures, the algorithm trained with the group of traces
that reached End1 reached the best overall performance, with the exception of some
outliers in the group of traces whose players were familiar with the game in the case
where h=3 was used. Below we discuss the situations that can explain this outcome.
Firstly, End1 is easier to reach than End2. As discussed in the evaluations of the
uninformed and informed BDI player models from chapters 3 and 5, reaching End2
requires the execution of much more specific action sequences than End1, which may
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be mistakenly identified by RHIRL as repeated states despite the action-state features
described in section 6.1.3, considering the plot points reached in each state. Adding
up to the previous discussion, it can be observed in both figures that the only case
where the algorithm produced policies with zero similarity to the real player traces
is when using the group of traces that reached End2. This provides further evidence
about the higher complexity of the behaviour needed to reach that end.
Secondly, despite the slower convergence of RHIRL in groups with a larger amount
of traces (discussed in the previous section), the results indicate that the policies reach
higher similarities in such groups. This means that the algorithm is able to devise
better performing policies when learning from a more varied set of demonstrations,
which can explain the outliers with performance of up to 0.666 for the group of traces
where Familiarity=1 in figure 6.7. This, however, introduces the problem of finding
the optimal number of demonstrations to obtain a working policy in a reasonable
amount of steps, which translates into time required for training.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we presented an approach to emulate players behaviour in INs us-
ing Receding Horizon Inverse Reinforcement Learning (RHIRL). We formulated the
problem based on the findings in chapter 5, aiming to investigate whether Appren-
ticeship Learning (AL) could generate more similar behaviour than BDI by testing
RHIRL with different parameters to control the algorithm’s imitation and intention
learning.
In section 6.1, we proposed an approach to model an IN as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), a step necessary to evaluate the performance of AL in any domain.
We then described our implementation of such model for Anchorhead, the IN we
have used to evaluate our methodologies throughout this thesis. In section 6.2, we
described our evaluation of the methodology proposed, covering the groups of traces
used, the convergence of the algorithm with different parameters, and the similarity
of traces generated compared to the real traces used to learn such behaviour.
The results indicate that for RHIRL to learn a policy that reaches a fair number
of plot points, configurations aiming for intention learning work better than those
aiming for imitation learning. These findings confirmed our hypotheses regarding
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the sub-optimality of human behaviour in INs, as the best performance was observed
using configurations that account for noise in the demonstrations provided.
In comparison to the BDI models from chapters 3 and 5, the performance of
RHIRL appears to be similar, if not inferior with the configuration described in this
chapter. All the traces simulated with BDI player models reached one of the endings
of the game, while most of the policies learned by RHIRL did not. This could be due
to lack of training data and or training time for RHIRL. However, findings such as
the drop in performance of the RHIRL model with a horizon of five are worth further
investigation.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future work
In this thesis, we have presented our work on player modelling for Interactive Narra-
tives (INs) with the focus of simulating their behaviour. INs are a form of storytelling
where the story can take different courses depending of the actions of its player. Be-
sides their written form as choose your own adventure books, INs are present in
different types of games, such as text-based adventure games, Dungeons and Dragons
(DnD), and computer games.
The task of simulating player behaviour poses a set of challenges derived from
the dynamics of INs and the variety of gaming styles among players. The specific
challenges addressed by this work were the players’ lack of knowledge regarding the
game’s goal, the sub-optimality of player behaviour that results from their partial
knowledge of the environment, the prioritisation of goals among different players,
and the implementation of inherent human behaviour regardless of their believed
state of the environment.
In chapter 3, we proposed a methodology and a model to address players’ lack
of knowledge and sub-optimal behaviour when playing an IN. Based on the Belief-
Desired-Intention (BDI) model of agency and the Prometheus methodology to design
BDI agents, we created an uninformed BDI player model to emulate the behaviour
of humans throughout an IN. In chapter 4, we proposed a player profile to address
the challenge of simulating the behaviour of players with a diverse range of styles.
This player profile was designed to fit the dynamics of a BDI agent. To validate our
profile, we performed a qualitative analysis of player strategies via semi-structured
interviews.
In chapter 5, we used the player profile presented in chapter 4 to create an informed
player model with the aim to simulate the behaviour of specific players more similarly
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than the uninformed BDI player model. In chapter 6, we proposed an alternative
player model for an IN as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) in order to assess whether
learning techniques can be used to mimic player behaviour in the IN domain. We used
Receding Horizon Inverse Reinforcement Learning (RHIRL) to learn such behaviour
from player traces.
7.1 Critical analysis
In this section we discuss the good and bad results obtained from the analyses pre-
sented in chapters 3, 5 and 6. The analysis of the uninformed BDI player model seems
to indicate that BDI is a suitable framework to simulate real player behaviour, as the
game traces generated resemble real player traces better than the shortest path to
one of the ends of a game.
Regarding the use of a player profile to inform this BDI player model, the infor-
mation learned from the interviews with some of the participants seems to confirm
that the factors on the player profile are useful, as they can be used to explain the
behaviour of our recruits within the game. However, our analysis regarding the im-
plementation of the profile in the BDI player model doesn’t seem to deliver better
results than using the uninformed BDI model, where no information from the player
is known and there is only one way to achieve each goal. We explained in our analysis
our thoughts about why we were not successful in replicating players behaviour with
higher similarity despite having more information about them.
Our evidence from the interviews described in chapter 4 suggests that we were
able to identify some factors that help determine player behaviour in an IN. However,
the second part of our analysis of the informed player model shows that players
may not always a reliable source to report their own behavioural patterns, making
questionnaires a sub-optimal tool to calculate the PP. Furthermore, we found that
there are strategies and factors that need to be taken into account before we can
find a definitive answer. For example, if the player’s character is indoors, giving
preference to exploration inside the same building over exploring outside. We want
to emphasise that simulating the behaviour of specific players is a very complex
task, as their motives and intentions are dynamic most of the time despite having a
reasonable understanding about their preferences.
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7.1.1 Transferability
Both the implementation and evaluation for all the contributions in this thesis were
performed for the case study of the IN Anchorhead. In spite of using the same
test-bed, the methodologies in sections 3.3, 5.1 and 6.1 consider a set of actions
and elements in the environment of most INs. As with any other implementation
of a methodology, there are some additions that need to be done for every specific
case, but such changes are expected to be relatively easy to implement having the
proposed models as a starting point. The same applies to the player profile proposed
in chapter 4, as its factors are not specific to any IN.
7.1.2 Limitations
While our approach exploits the advantages of the BDI and Apprenticeship Learning
(AL) paradigms, it also carries their limitations. In this section we discuss the factors
that can limit the performance of our methods.
The first factor is scale; while the methodologies presented account for the dy-
namics of INs, the complexity for modelling the player’s actions grows with the size
of the game. With our BDI approach, this means that although the approach facil-
itates the task of modelling players’ behaviour by having a plot graph of the game
environment, the modeller will need to take more situations into consideration, espe-
cially when building an informed BDI player model, as different plans can be applied
depending on the factors of the player profile. For the AL approach, a larger envi-
ronment will likely mean an increase in the size of the state space, which will result
in the need for more computational power and time for the algorithm to find a policy
that both reaches the end of the game and resembles the behaviour of the players in
question.
The second factor is the subjectivity introduced by the modeller. This limitation
only applies to the BDI player models. While the BDI paradigm uses the modeller’s
knowledge or expertise as an advantage against machine learning approaches to only
model behaviour that humans would consider, there is a chance that the choices
modelled do not consider those of a specific player. Lack of consistency between player
models is also a possibility when having different experts model player behaviour for
the same IN. Nonetheless, due to the complexity of simulating human players in
this genre, many player modelling approaches to date, such as those mentioned in
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section 2.8, have this limitation, as they rely on humans to either annotate observed
player behaviour, generate a series of traces, or code artificial players with what the
modeller considers different gaming styles.
The third factor is the sample size of our experiments. Our recruit base was
formed by subjects with varied levels of experience and preferences in games. As
discussed in sections 3.5.1 and 5.3.2, except for being 18 years or older, there was no
specific requirement for recruits to participate in the study. We decided to focus on IN
communities for the experiments in the second round of data collection in chapters 3
and 5 only with the aim to gather the attention of people interested in this game
genre and collect a larger number of samples. Game data collection from humans is
a common challenge in the research community, especially when the game is not a
widely-known title. The distribution of player profiles collected shown in section 5.3.2
is evidence of the diversity in features among the recruit base. Furthermore, the fact
that our qualitative study suggested data saturation in section 4.4.2 complements
such evidence.
However, despite the measures taken to ensure that our sample is representative
of the population, the issues with our measurement and calculation of the player
profile, discussed in section 5.3.3 are a threat to the validity of the reported profile
distribution. Considering the size of our sample, we cannot claim that our study
covers the entire spectrum of player behaviours.
7.2 Answer to Research Questions
Given the analysis in the previous section, we now present the answers to the research
questions stated in section 1.3.
RQ1 To what extent can a BDI player model emulate the way human
players interact with an IN?
A1 A BDI player model can emulate human behaviour within an IN to a greater ex-
tent than using other approaches that find optimal solutions. In our evaluation,
a BDI agent based on such model generated traces with higher similarity to
player traces than optimal traces in 80% of the cases. The behaviour generated
by the BDI player model is not comparable to actions randomly chosen. At
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least in Anchorhead, a randomly generated behaviour is very unlikely to reach
an end of the game.
One contribution to answer this question was a new BDI design approach to
model the goals of players as they discover information while interacting with
the environment. Another contribution to answer this question is our approach
to summarise game traces as a set of plot points to then compare them using
the Jaccard index.
RQ2 How can a BDI player model for INs emulate the behaviour of a
specific player rather than mimic generic human behaviour?
A2 There are two steps to answer this question. The first step consists of identifying
the information that influences the choices made by different players in a similar
game situation. Such information must be relevant for the BDI paradigm in
order to then inform the behaviour of the BDI model. The second step consists
of investigating how similar the behaviour generated by the informed player
model is, compared to the uninformed version.
Regarding the first step, each player’s levels of familiarity with the IN, their
gaming experience, their preference to explore virtual worlds and their persis-
tence contribute to their decisions when playing. The contributions in this step
are a player profile with these elements with a preliminary approach to quantify
them, and a qualitative study that validates the influence of each profile factor.
Regarding the second step, our results indicate that the BDI player model
informed with the player profile proposed does not perform better than the
uninformed version. Our analysis points to the approach taken to measure the
factors in the profile and players’ reliability when reporting their own behaviour
as causes for these results. The contributions in this step are a methodology to
inform the player model, an implementation of said informed model, and the
analysis of players’ reported behaviour versus the behaviour observed in their
traces.
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RQ3 To what extent can apprenticeship learning via RHIRL mimic player
behaviour in an IN?
A3 Apprenticeship Learning via RHIRL can mimic players behaviour in INs to a
similar extent as an informed BDI player model. Our evaluation showed that,
similarly to the way an uninformed BDI player model simulates behaviour with
higher accuracy than an informed version, accuracy of our AL model decreased
when trying to emulate the behaviour of groups of players depending on their
playing styles.
The contribution to answer this question was a methodology to represent an IN
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), described in section 6.1. This method-
ology, just like the methodologies for the uninformed and informed BDI player
models, contains elements common across most INs known to us and can be
used as a foundation, and extended with more specific elements of INs different
than the one used in this thesis.
7.3 Future work
We conclude this dissertation by pointing to some research directions that can help
improve the performance of our approach, as well as potential applications.
• Improve informed BDI player model
The first suggestion for future work is to implement the information learned
from our analysis, especially in the informed BDI player model. An immedi-
ate improvement is using a memory of plot points and elements discovered in
a player’s previous games besides using only the value for familiarity in the
player profile. This information can be extracted from other existing traces
from the same player and stored as another belief in the player model. With
this, strategies such as playing multiple times to explore the entirety of elements
in the virtual world can be better emulated. Further investigation on players’
dynamic goal prioritisation is also necessary to improve our simulation of the
way in which they switch from one goal to another.
• Better approach to measure factors in player profile
A possible solution to the player’s reliability problem would be to predict new
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players traces without the need of data collection prior to the game. We were
able to identify similar behaviours among players that shared scores for some
of the player profile factors. With the right approach to measure the scores for
the player profile, Plan Recognition (PR) could be a way to create and update
a player profile using data collected from other players in the past [108].
• Combine BDI and Apprenticeship Learning
Combining the behaviours learned with the methodology in chapter 6 and the
methodology for the informed BDI player model in chapter 5 could maximise the
benefits of both paradigms, by aiding the generation of behaviour not considered
by the BDI modellers. For example, creating new BDI plans from policies
learned with RHIRL. Testing other AL or imitation learning algorithms can
also be a way to improve the performance of our current models.
• Comparing trace similarity
Our approach to measure the similarity between traces consists of comparing the
plot points reached in each of them calculating their Jaccard index. Although
this approach is a good starting point to compare overall experience, it would
be interesting to investigate whether the order of plot points discovered results
in a different experience for players, and potentially consider the plot point
sequence in future trace comparisons.
• Implement player model in a drama manager
Finally, a long term goal is to observe how our approach can be implemented
in a drama management system. Considering that drama management is one
of the areas that cites player modelling as a way to improve the quality of
experience delivered to players, observing whether the behaviour simulated by
our approach is useful for these type of systems is an interesting avenue.
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to transcribe relevant information into publications and other reports. 
 
 
What are the possible risks or disadvantages?  
There are no perceived risks outside your normal day-today activities with your participation in this study. 
Participating in this research does not represent a risk for you, the information collected does not relate 
to you personally. Furthermore, the logs collected will be stored in a secure server provided by RMIT 
University, and your email and/or videoconference contact account (If you agree to be contacted) will 
only be accessed through the PhD student’s university account. The story presented in the game does 
not include content that represents a risk for people over 18 years. 
The only disadvantage of participating in this experiment is the time you need to spend on playing the 
game and doing the interview, however, you can decide when to play  in your own computer and when it 
best suits you to meet with the investigators for the interview. 
If you find participation in the project distressing, you should contact Jessica Rivera Villicana as soon as 
convenient. Jessica will discuss your concerns with you confidentially and suggest follow-up, if 
necessary. 
 
What are the benefits associated with participation?  
You will not receive any benefits by taking part in this study such as financial remuneration. 
Your participation in this experiment does not represent any personal benefit for you apart from the 
experience of playing a new game. However, the data generated by your games will help to analyse our 
technique and see how we can improve it, so that games can provide better personalised content in the 
future, which will benefit anyone interested in it. 
What will happen to the information I provide?  
 Your identity will not be recorded, therefore, your answers will be anonymous. Although we might 
collect your email and possibly your Skype/Hangouts account, as well as your name during the interview, 
these data will be kept confidential and will not be used in any report and only the PhD student will have 
access to them through her RMIT student account, which is password protected. We will use your 
answers to evaluate our method and improve its accuracy. Any information that you provide can be 
disclosed only if (1) it is to protect you or others from harm, (2) if specifically required or allowed by law, 
or (3) you provide the researchers with written permission.  
The anonymous results can be presented in the student's thesis, publications or conference 
presentations. Participants will be referred to as P1, P2...etc. when discussing sets of results specific for 
one player. The information will be stored in the student's computer and Google Drive account (both 
password protected) for 5 years after its publication before being destroyed. However, the publication will 
remain online. 
Because of the nature of data collection during the game, we are not obtaining written informed consent 
from you. Instead, we assume that you have given implied consent by your completion and submission 
of the information generated by your game after clicking “Play” at the end of this page.  
What are my rights as a participant?  
 The right to withdraw from participation at any time  
 The right to request that any recording cease  
  The right to have any unprocessed data withdrawn and destroyed, provided it can be reliably 
identified, and provided that so doing does not increase the risk for the participant.  
 The right to be de-identified in any photographs intended for public publication, before the point of 
publication. 
 The right to have any questions answered at any time.  
Whom should I contact if I have any questions?  






















Dr. Marsha Berry 
     
If you have any concerns about your participation in this project, which you do not wish to discuss with 
the researchers, then you can contact the Ethics Officer, Research Integrity, Governance and Systems, 












 I have had the project explained to me, and I have read the information sheet. 
 
 I agree to participate in the research project as described. 
 
 I agree: 
 To be interviewed. 
 That  my voice will be audio recorded. 
 
 I acknowledge that: 
 
(a) I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw from the 
project at any time and to withdraw any unprocessed data previously supplied (unless 
follow-up is needed for safety). 
(b) The project is for the purpose of research.  It may not be of direct benefit to me. 
(c) The privacy of the personal information I provide will be safeguarded and only disclosed 
where I have consented to the disclosure or as required by law.  
(d) The security of the research data will be protected during and after completion of the study.  
The data collected during the study may be published, and a report of the project outcomes 













Participants should be given a photocopy of this PICF after it has been signed. 
Player Profile
If it is not the first time you play, please select the second box so that we know
we already have your answers!
Mark only one oval.
This is the first time I play
I have answered this already Skip to question 14.
1. 
Your email (Only fill if you agree to be
interviewed later)
2. 
Session (this is for internal use, please
don't change this number)
3. 
Please indicate how much you agree with each of the following statements
I explore places, elements and characters of the virtual world
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Very little Very much
4. 
I defer my other activities (e.g. sleeping or eating) if I'm stuck on a task or
mission while playing
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Very little Very much
5. 
I give up on quests if I find more appealing ones
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Very little Very much
6. 
I only do what is necessary to pass a level or complete a quest
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Totally disagree Totally agree
7. 
I complete one quest at a time
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Totally disagree Totally agree
8. 
I complete all quests, including those that aren't necessary to finish the game
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Totally disagree Totally agree
9. 
I think about the consequences of my actions when playing
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Never All the time
10. 
My gaming experience is
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Very low Very high
11. 
If I fail a quest, I repeat it until I complete it
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Totally disagree Totally agree
12. 
Powered by
My familiarity with the text-based game "Anchorhead" is
Mark only one oval.
1 2 3 4 5
Very limited Very extensive
13. 
Stop filling out this form.
Thank you!
We have your answers now, thanks for you response, you can close this page and start the 
game now, have fun!
Stop filling out this form.
Thank you!
Please enter the code of your previous session
Previous session (The number the game
gave you when you finished)
14. 
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